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Abstract

A method for the design of embedded, fault-tolerant computers for
process control and a design example.
Hubert Kirrmann, Dipl. El. Ing ETH-Z
Industrial plants are controlled by a distributed computing system, which
consists of a number of computing nodes, long-distance, short distance and
backplane buses, input and output devices, etc. These components are
configured differently for each particular plant. While configuration tools exist to
achieve a certain functionality, redundancy is still taken care of by ad-hoc
solutions.
This thesis considers the systematic introduction of redundancy in a process
control system, while maintaining its overall structure. A model is developed
based on a data-flow analysis of the control system and on the notion of
"dependable blocks". A dependable block generates an output vector based on
its input vector and internal state. It is a self-checking unit (SCU) capable of
detecting a large number of its internal_faults and signal them.
The blocks can be used alone as fail-stop units or connected in parallel to
achieve redundancy. Standard components can be used in most cases,
provided their self-checking is good enough. Only three special components are
introduced for the sake of redundancy: the voter, the spreader and the link used
for maintaining redundancy with another block. This concept should therefore
pave the way for a cost-effective configuration of dependability.
The operating mode of redundancy, retry, standby or workby, is investigated. It is
concluded that the workby approach (maintaining of redundancy through
synchronous operation) is the prefered approach. Standby should be used
where independence of failure modes is primordial.
The architecture of a redundant process control system is then described. It is
shown that a total meshing is not desirable, and that it is sufficient to make the
existing data paths redundant. A concept for the 1/0 devices is developped
which makes use of the data-driven approach.
The initial assumption, that self-checking can be implemented for about half the
complexity of the functional logic, is investigated at the example of a processor
board. Guidelines are developped for the design of self-checking units. The
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conclusion is that the initial assumption is correct, but that the figure will be
improved when circuits are introduced which avoid duplication and comparison
and use coding instead.
The design of a duplicated multiprocessor is then described as an
implementation for the workby node. The redundancy is maintained by a special
unit called the Update and Synchronization Unit, which is responsible for all
redundancy functions. The function of this unit is described in much detail. A
result of this design is that it is difficult to mask redundancy from the application,
since the handling of redundant data requires a knowledge of their meaning.

Kurzfassung

Eine Methode zum Entwurf fehlertoleranter Rechnersysteme fur die
ProBessleittechnik, mit Anwendungsbeispiel
Hubert Kirrmann, Dipl. El. Ing ETH-Z
lndustrielle Anlagen werden heute von einer rechnergesteuerten, verteilten
Leitanlage geleitet. Diese besteht aus einer Vielzahl von Standardbausteinen
(Rechnerknoten, Fern- Nah- und ROckwandbussen, Ein- und Ausgabegeraten,
etc.) die fur eine bestimmte Anwendung konfiguriert werden. Der Aspekt der
VerlaBlichkeit wird durch ad-hoc Losungen berOcksichtigt wenn die
ZuverlaBigkeit der bestehenden Anlageteile nicht ausreicht.
Diese Dissertation befaBt sich mit dem gezielten EinfOgen von Redundanz in
eine Leitanlage, ohne deren Struktur zu verandern. Es wird ein Modell
entwickelt, auf dessen Grund einkanalige, zweikanalige oder mehrkanalige
Strecken zusammengeschaltet werden. Als Grundlage dient eine
Datenflussanalyse der Anlage. Die einzelnen Komponenten werden als
"verlaBliche Blocke" dargestellt, die einen Ausgangsvektor auf Grund eines
Eingangsvektors und deren internen Zustand generieren und im Falle eines
Ausfalles diesen mit einer grossen Wahrscheinlichkeit entdecken und
signalisieren. Diese Blocke sollen als selbstprOfende Einheiten (SCU)
ausgelegt sein.
Die Blocke konnen einzeln als "fail-stop" Einheiten verwendet oder konnen zum
Erreichen einer bestimmten Redundanz parallelgeschaltet werden. Dabei
konnen herkommliche, nichtredundante Blocke verwendet werden, und es
sollen zurrf Zweck der Parallelschaltung nur drei neue Komponenten eingefuhrt
werden: der Wahler, der Verteiler und eine Verbindung zum Aufrechterhaltung
der Redundanz zwichen Prozessoren. Damit ist der Weg offen fur eine
kostengOnstige Konfiguration von Leitanlagen.
Die Arbeitsweise der Redundanz, ob Wiederanlauf, Standby oder Nebenlauf
wird untersucht. Es wird empfohlen, soweit wie moglich die Redundanz durch
Synchronlauf zu unterhalten und Standby dart einzusetzen, wo eine moglichst
grosse Fehlerunabhangigkeit erzielt werden soll.
Die Architektur einer redundanten , verteilten Leitanlage nach diesem Modell
wird aufgestellt. Es wird gezeigt, dass eine totale Vermaschung keine
nennenswerte Verbesserung der ZuverlaBigkeit mit sich bringt und dass es
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genOgt, die Datenpfade einer nicht-redundanten Anlage nach Bedarf zu
verdoppeln . Es wird ein Konzept tor die Ansteuerung der Ein- und
Ausgabebausteine entwickelt, der datenflussorientiert ist.
Die AusfOhrbarkeit der selbstprOfenden Blocke wird am Beispiel einer
Prozessorkarte untersucht. Es werden dabei Richtlinien fOr den Entwurf einer
selbstprOfenden Leiterplatte aufgestellt. Es zeigt sich, daB die selbstprOfende
Logik etwa die Halfte der Komplexitat der funktionalen Logik aufweist.
"Verdoppelung und Vergleich" ist nur bedingt brauchbar, es sollen vielmehr auf
Bausteine gewartet warden, die SelbstprOfung durch Kodierung erreichen.
Der Aufbau eines redundanten Multiprozessors (C-Knoten) wird untersucht. Die
Redundanz wird unterhalten durch eine spezielle Kommunikationseinheit
zwischen den Parallelbussen dieser Knoten, USU genannt (ZustandsObergabeund Synchronisierungseinheit). Es zeigt sich, dass es schwierig ist, die
Redundanz vor der Anwendersoftware zu verstecken, da redundante Oaten nur
dann sinnvoll gehandelt werden konnen, wenn ihre Bedeutung bekannt ist.
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0

Summary

SUMMARY

Control systems for industrial plants are configured out of a family of standard
hardware and software building blocks to suit the requirements of a particular
plant. The last years have seen some progress in the configuration methods to
achieve a specified functionality and in particular in the standardization of
building blocks. A similar progress is still outstanding when reliability aspects
are concerned.
This thesis defines a framework for the configuration of process control systems
which incorporate redundancy. The basic idea is that the dependability
requirements, like the functional requirements, can be met according to the
individual needs of a control function. Dependable control systems should as
much as possible be configured out of standard building blocks and include as
few special components as possible. The resulting architecture should be
expansible in functionality as well as in dependability, and it should remain
compatible with non-redundant parts. The additional configuration effort due to
redundancy should not represent a large percentage of the overall design effort.
This thesis shows that the inclusion of redundancy in the early design phase is
possible and desirable, and requires little additional analysis. The new aspects
this thesis brings are the followings:
• A redundant, distributed architecture is modelled based on the notion of
dependable blocks, which are basically self-checking units.
• Different levels of redundancy can be achieved by a set of standard, nonredundant building blocks and of few additional elements responsible for
redundancy.
• Parts of the system which are redundant can interwork with non-redundant
parts and with parts with a higher redundancy.
• Introducing cross-connections in the architecture can increase reliability,
but also decrease it. The added complexity introduced by redundancy
could outweight the gains in reliability.
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• The complexity of cascading redundant elements can be maintained low
by following a consistent, data driven approach.
• A higher modularity and reliability can be achieved by duplication of selfchecking units than by using standard two-of-three voting.
• Redundant elements of high complexity should be whenever possible
maintained updated by replicated computation rather than by periodic state
saving, to achieve a smoother switchover and reduce impact on the
application software.
• Redundant 1/0 operations can be mastered by following strict design rules.
The approach followed in this thesis is heavily hardware-oriented. This is
understandable since one of the requirements is to make redundancy as
invisible as possible to the application programmer. Indeed, the application
programmer should ideally only care about errors which originate from the
application, not from the underlaying hardware or kernel.
The redundancy concept is applied to the design of a duplicated multiprocessor
operated in close synchronism. Outstanding results of this application are:
• Self-checking units can be built at an additional complexity of about 50%
with respect to traditional, non-selfchecking devices. This brings only a
marginal justification for the approach followed of duplicating fail-stop units.
However, it is hoped that the price of self-checking will drop in the future.
• Although synchronisation of replicated computations present tough
theoretical problems, there exist simple practical implementations, even for
multiprocessors.
• Even though the duplication of synchronized units (workby) promised to be
independent of the application, it is quite difficult to mask replication from
the application programmer. The reason is that redundant information
cannot be handled without knowledge of its physical meaning, which is
normally known only at the application level, or at best at the kernel and 1/0
drivers level. The idea of making a standard operating system like UNIX
fault-tolerant just by running it on duplicated processors turns out to be
unrealistic.
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This thesis is structured as follows:

•

reference non-redundant architecture (Chapter 1):
before the redundancy aspects are considered, a well-defined , nonredundant architecture is defined to which the latter concepts will be
applied;

•

dependability goals (Chapter 2):
the requirements with respect to dependability are defined informally;

•

redundancy concept (Chapter 3):
starting from a simple construct named "dependable block", structures of
different redundancy are defined and interconnected, and the
dependability of these structures is evaluated;

•

fault-tolerant process control architecture (Chapter 4):
four types of dependable blocks are selected to implement a redundant
process control architecture;

•

design of the building blocks (Chapter 5):
it is shown that the basic assumption, that self-checking can be
implemented for less than half the complexity of the functional part, is
realistic;

•

design of a closely-coupled node (Chapter 6):
it is shown that replicated computing in a dual system presents no
particular problems, but that application dependence is difficult to avoid;

•

conclusion (Chapter 7):
an evaluation of the progress brought by the model and the constructs
of this thesis is made;

•

appendices:
• justification of dual redundancy vs. 2-out-of-3 voting
• justification of the "X" dyad
• justification of the workby technique
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Non-Redundant Architecture

NON-REDUNDANT REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE

This chapter describes the architecture of a non-redundant, modular process
control system which will serve as a reference for the fault-tolerant architecture
developped in this thesis. In particular, the goals and requirements of the next
chapter will be explained with respect to this model.

1.1

CONTROL SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

Industrial plants like power generators, distribution networks for power, gas and
water, cement works, paper plants, etc. rely for their operation on computerized
control and telecontrol systems. The plant and the control system are generally
delivered by different companies. For the company which develops control
systems, costs would be greatly reduced it could use the same architecture for a
great variety of plants with only little configuration work for each special case.
A characteristic of industrial plants is their uniqueness: practically every plant is
custom-made. This is understandable since industrial plants represent a large
investment, and consequently, orders are seldom. Since technology and
regulations change fast, a plant of the same type built some years later will
incorporate different principles and more recent components . In the last years,
efforts have been undertaken to build several power plants at the same time on
the same blueprints to simplify the licensing and acceptance procedures, but
this is rather the exception which confirms the rule.
A plant has not a static design, either: as a plant is extended and modified after
its initial operation, technologies of different vintage coexist and cooperate in the
same plant. In particular, a stricter safety regulation may lead to upgrade the
dependability of critical parts even .after years of operation.
To keep the design costs of process control systems low, as much design effort
as possible should be reused in the next similar project. The great variety of
applications poses a challenge to this standardization effort. The ideal would be
to dispose of a library of hardware and software building bricks, which are
configurated to form a particular control system. These bricks should not be too
specialized, so they can be reused in a large number of applications and they
should not be too simple, so as not to complicate the configuration phase.
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Today, solutions for the standardization of hardware and software components
emerge, which allow one to configure a process control system with varying
degrees of computing power and functionality, see for instance [Kramer 85]. A
general framework for the non-redundant structure is discussed in this chapter.
The dependability aspects will then be developped in the following chapters.
1.2

REFERENCE PROCESS CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

There are several ways to describe, specify and operate a complex industrial
plant. The plant may be decomposed into functional units (functional
decomposition), into hardware units (modular decomposition) and by control
relationship (hierarchical decomposition). We will consider that the functional
decomposition and the modular decomposition coincide, i.e. each kind of
module performs a different function. The hierarchical decomposition will not be
considered. Figure 1-1 on the next page describes the distributed structure
which is imposing itself in industry for the control of large plants.
Since industrial plants are geographically distributed over distances of several
hundred meters, it is logical that their control be distributed also. The distributed
control system consists of a number of NODES, which are autonomous
computers. The nodes are interconnected by a local.area network called a longdistance bus or process data HIGHWAY, which spans a distance of 300 m to
3 km. Although similar to Ethernet or MAP, the highways used for industrial
process control are enhanced to meet the added threats and the real-time
requirements. An example of such a highway is BBC's Partnerbus (PROWAY B)
[Muheim 85, IEC 85]. The nodes form a loosely coupled multiprocessor system,
in the sense that time delays are not negligible and that there is no common
address space between the nodes, which communicate solely by messages.
Each node consists of one or many PROCESSORS, which themselves consist
of a processing unit and some local memory and 1/0 devices. The processors
access their COMMON MEMORY and their COMMON PERIPHERAL DEVICES
through a BACKPLANE BUS or other high-speed links. Peripherals which are
local to a processor are directly connected to that processor (not shown in figure
1-1 ).
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Fig. 1-1. Distributed Control System

The processors of a node form a tightly coupled multiprocessor, in the sense that
time delays are negligible and that there is an address space common to the
processors in common memory, through which they communicate.
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Processors within a node which are interchangeable with respect to the tasks
they may run form a POOL of processors. Members of a pool are functionally
equivalent and, in particular, they share the same 1/0 devices. A pool may be
dynamic in the sense that tasks may change processor during their lifetime, or
static in the sense that once a task is started on a processor, it remains bound to
this processor for its lifetime. A node can support several pools. At the minimum,
a pool consists of only one processor and a node consists of only one pool.
Remote peripheral devices are connected to a node through a short range bus
or FEEDER bus, which extends from 15 m to 100 m. This feeder bus is
generally operated cyclically, all attached peripherals being polled at intervals of
typically several ms by the feeder bus controller.
Some of the peripherals include processors to perform local control, protection
and signal processing. These EXPERT STATIONS are specialized and subject
to stringent time constraints. For this reason, they use dedicated fast processors,
generally of the bit-slice or signal-processing type, which are interconnected by
a high-speed backplane bus [Stemmler 84, 85]. In fact, their processing power
may well exceed that of the node to which they are attached. The expert stations
are not universally programmable, as will be seen in section 1.4. Expert stations
preferibly access their peripherals directly. They may also use an auxiliary
feeder bus, as in figure 1-1, to access those 1/0 devices which are not timecritical.

1.3

SOFTWARE ISSUES IN NODES

On a node, a certain number of tasks execute under the control of a real-time
kernel. The structure of the software reflects the distribution of the hardware , but
the mapping is not necessarily one-to-one. Several tasks running on a node
form a CLUSTER. The tasks belonging to the same cluster communicate
through SHARED MEMORY. The tasks of the same cluster may share the same
processor, or they can run in real parallelism on several processors of the node.
The distinction between true and apparent parallelism is invisible to the
programmer and appears only in terms of throughput.
Clusters communicate with one another by MESSAGES. Communication
primitives based on constructs such as "pipes" and "mailboxes" have been used.
A promising construct uses the concept of a CHANNEL, wh ich is a software bus
supporting broadcast.
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Figure 1-2 shows four clusters (A,B,C,D), each consisting of at least one task,
which are distributed over three nodes, a, ~ and y:
CLUSTER A

CLUSTER B

NODE alpha

CLUSTER C

NODE beta

CLUSTER D

NODE gamma

Fig. 1-2 Tasks, Clusters and Nodes
A cluster is thus an abstraction for the function of a node, while a task is an
abstraction for the function of a processor. Tasks belonging to the same cluster
may not run on different nodes. Task of clusters which reside in different nodes
communicate over the highway. Different clusters may coexist on the same
node. In this case, although a common memory is present, it is not used to pass
information by pointers between clusters: information is still passed by value
(such is the case between tasks TA.3 and TB.2 on figure 1-2). Clusters within
the same node just pretend that the common memory is a fast bus and
communicate by messages through it. When communicating with a task of
another cluster, a task sees basically no difference whether its partner resides
on the same node or on another, except for the throughput. This property of
clusters aims at enhancing distribution. Clusters can be programmed without
considering their physical location and be configured later as their requirements
in computation and resources are known. The configuration is done so as to
minimize the internode traffic.
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Clusters and tasks are programmed in some high-level, procedural language
like MODULA-2. They are coordinated by a real-time kernel similar to MTOS's
IPI [Ripps 83] or BBC's KRAKA [BBC 86]. The configuration of the tasks on the
different processors is simplified by using appropriate tools. New clusters and
new nodes may be added to an existing installation. The broadcast feature of
the channel network allows to "plug in" additional clusters on an existing
channel. A name server cares for the distribution of unique names in the system.
This flexible concept yields a sound base for the extension and configuration of
control systems.
Note: The term "task" is here a synonym for "process" in other publications,

although subtle differences exist in every implementation. The word "task"
was prefered to "process" to avoid a confusion with the "controlled
process", which we call the plant. The above terminology is considered as
generally accepted. Numerous variations appear in publications,
depending on whether the tasks implement abstract objects, provide
protection or synchronization.

1.4 SOFTWARE ISSUES IN EXPERT STATIONS

The programming of expert stations differs from the task-oriented world of the
nodes. Since expert stations execute regulation and protection algorithms, they
are subject to strict timing constraints. The sampling of input variables and the
forwarding of commands must take place before a certain deadline, even in the
worst case. This can best be achieved by cyclical execution of all tasks. Any
non-deterministic element should be ruled out since it can lead to a timing
failure. Furthermore, the tasks on the expert stations are relatively simple,
consisting of binary combinations or simple algorithms. The requirements in
memory space are low but the number of functions is large.
Therefore, expert stations are generally programmed in a functional block
language such as DIN 40 719, Siemens's STEPS language or the FUP
language developed at Brown Boveri [Kaufmann 85, Schillinger 85]. These
languages are the digital counterpart of analog computers for analog operations
and a replacement of discrete logic for binary operations. The programmer
assembles building blocks representing analog blocks such as summators,
integrators, multipliers or non-linear devices to program analog controllers or
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filters. Binary building blocks like AND, OR, EXOR gates or flip-flops allow to
build sequential controllers and logic combinations.

1.5

CYCLICAL AND EVENT-DRIVEN 1/0

The distinction between the task-oriented operation of nodes and the cyclical
operation of expert stations is reflected in the way the 1/0 devices are accessed.
Two different ways of doing 1/0 have imposed themselves in industry, each with
its own peculiarities: cyclical 1/0 and event-driven 1/0. While cyclical 1/0
periodically scans all devices, whether or not they require service, event-driven
1/0 lets the devices transmit spontaneously when they need service.

1.5.1

Cyclical 1/0

Cyclical 1/0 devices are periodically addressed by a bus controller which sends
out the addresses in increasing order. A peripheral is accessed whether or not it
requires service and whether or not it requires fresh data (figure 1-3):
CYCLICAL BUS
(feeder bus)
Bus
Contra lier ~--------------------....------,...-~

Dumb 1/0

1/0
device
A

VO
device
B

1/0
device

C

1/0
device
D

1/0
device
E

PLANT

TYPICAL BUS TRAFFIC :
Addressed Device

time

...

Fig. 1-3. Cyclical 1/0 Structure and Traffic Sample
The bus controller interrogates the stations in a predetermined order. Timecritical stations may be interrogated more often than less demanding stations, by
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inserting sub-cycles. The bus controller is not necessarily the destination of the
data and there may exist several destinations. Each station is very simple and
may fit into a standard box out in the field. Feeder buses are generally operated
cyclically. Generally, a dual-port memory is inserted as connection between the
cyclical bus and the data processor.

1.5.2

Event Driven 1/0

Event-driven 1/0 devices are accessed upon demand by the processor to send
data to them or to receive data from them. When an event worth signalling is
detected by an event-driven device, it can ask for the bus spontaneously and
send data back to a node (figure 1-4):
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PLANT
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I
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'
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TYPICAL BUS TRAFFIC:

Transmitting Station

t

A

C

A

Time
►

Fig. 1-4. Event-Driven 1/0 Structure and Traffic Sample

Each station transmits spontaneously, and therefore must be able to recognize
events worth signalling. The stations are therefore more complex than cyclical
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peripherals and preferably combine several physical interfaces. The process
highways are generally operated on demand, each node forming a station.
1 _5_3

Broadcast

Both event-driven and cyclical operation can be enhanced by applying the
concept of broadcast: since one value is generally read by several destinations,
the bus traffic is decreased. A receiver can subscribe to a certain class of data
and recognize that it appears on the bus thanks to an associative memory [Guth
85, Kirrmann 85a]. Broadcast allows easy integration of new receivers through
the principle of suscription. The integration of new sensors or input devices
require a new configuration of the subscription tables located in the bus
controller(s). A transmission system which provides atomic broadcast (i.e. all
stations receive the same message or none of them) greatly simplifies the
implementation of fault-tolerance, since it can guarantee that redundant data are
identical. This property is important when data is replicated for redundancy
purposes.
1.5.4

Domain of Application

Both cyclic and event-driven transmission coexist within the same process
control environment, each with its own justification. While cyclical operation
meets real-time requirements under worst-case circumstances, event-driven
operation supports a higher number of devices and makes better use of the
media's bandwidth. The arguments why one system is chosen rather than the
other are reviewed in [Kirrmann 85b] and will not be reproduced here.
It is sufficient to note that cyclical 1/0 is generally associated with expert stations
and feeder buses, since it matches their own cyclical operation, although the
periods may be independent. Event-driven operation matches the eventoriented task operation of the nodes and of the highway.
There are often exceptions. Some nodes have a direct connection to devices
connected by a feeder bus. Synchronization is ensured by a dual-port memory.
Expert stations may be connected to the highway directly. Event-driven buses
are often operated cyclically in the background to detect non-responding
stations and cyclical buses support diagnostics and service on a spontaneous
base.
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1.5.5. Comparison between Cyclic and Event-Driven Operation
Buses and computers follow either a cyclic or an event-driven operation. This
distinction is important for the classification of the solutions which will be seen in
the next chapters. The following table summarizes the two approaches:

CYCLIC

EVENT-DRIVEN

Philosophy:
pessimistic approach

optimistic approach

fu lfi Ils worst-case
timing requirements

fulfills timing requirements
with a high probability

makes poor use of
resources in normal case

makes good use of resources
in normal case

no overload in worst case

congestion probable as load
increases

Communication:
cyclic buses (feeder)
small messages
read I write operation
deterministic access,
centralized bus controller
with scheduler
spanned distance limited by
read cycle response
Processing:
expert stations
numerous simple blocks
executed cyclically
small number of variables
synchronous operation,
simple scheduler
execution order of blocks
secondary

local area networks (highway)
long messages
write-only buses and links
preferibly deterministic access
(token passing) decentralized,
democratic control
spanned distance in principle
unlimited

nodes
small number of complex
tasks
large number of variables
asynchronous operation, multitask kernel
execution ordering
important

Programming:
functional block language
(DIN 40 719, PTG)

procedural programming
(MODULA-2)

graphical programming
adapted to process control
engineers.

textual programming
adapted to informatic engineers.
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GOALS AND REQUIREMENTS

A failure of the process control system is a frequent event, especially when the
complexity is high. Infrequent loss of control may acceptable in some cases, in
others, it is not tolerable. When the reliability requirements of the plant exceed
what a standard controller can provide, redundancy must be introduced. There
is no general-purpose fault-tolerant control system, however, and redundancy
must be applied in knowledge of the reliability requirements. This chapter
defines these requirements.

2.1

FAILURE MODES AND DEFINITIONS

The terminology and basic principles of redundant and fault-tolerant computing
are discussed at length in a companion document [Kirrmann 86], to which the
reader is refered for complementary informations.
Some notions will be recalled here. The term "dependability" describes the
quality of the service delivered by a system, under normal and faulty conditions.
This term encompasses the notions of reliability, availability, maintainability and
other qualities in face of faults.
A computing system can fail in a number of ways, of which two are relevant: it
can output false data or it can cease function, either completely or for a limited
time. Out-of-time data is considered as false data.
A computer which ceases function rather than output false data is called "failstop". This behaviour is desirable in most cases. A computer could infrequently
output false data, but continue its function afterwards. This case can be reduced
to the fail-stop case if the incorrect data can be identified as such.
Further, when the controller is redundant and can survive a fault, it may require a
certain recovery time to resume its function, and during this time , its function is
not maintained.
The dependability of a computer is expressed by two figures :
INTEGRITY: the probability that the computing system outputs data which

are either correct (normal operation) or void (fail-stop) .
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PERSISTENCY: the probability that the computing system keeps on its
intended function, although temporary incorrect data may also appear in
case of faults.
The above terms of "integrity" and "persistency" have been coined to avoid a
confusion often found in the literature. Many authors use "reliability" in place of
"integrity" (high probability that no erroneous data leaks out to the plant) and
"availability" with the meaning of "persistency" (continued operation in spite of
faults, with an acceptable probability of false outputs during recovery) . By
definition however, "reliability" only applies to total masking of errors (both
persistency and integrity). "Availability" is only defined for repairable devices,
and does not make the distinction between automatic and manual recovery.

2.2

KIND OF PLANTS

Until now, the controlled plant did not appear in the discussion on the reference
architecture. A model of the plant is however necessary for many reasons. When
error-free operation is considered, the plant influences in the first place the time
constants and the kind of programming. The time constants dictate the timing
constraints, and especially whether event-driven or cyclic operation is required.
When a controller malfunction occurs, then the reaction depends largely on the
kind of plant. The tolerance of the plant to controller malfunctions dictates in turn
the redundancy of the controller.
One distinguishes two main types of plants: the continuous and the sequential
plants. These plants are compared in the following figure 2-1:
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CONTINUOUS PLANT
Modelled by a (possibly discrete)
but continuous transfer function like
Laplace or z-transform.

SEQUENTIAL PLANT
Modelled by a finite state machine,
a Petri net or a transition chart

F(nT)
~

II

n
I

I

I

--

Tolerates short integrity breach
(continuous plants are generally
reversible)

Does not tolerate integrity breach
(state transitions may be irreversible)

Does not tolerate long function loss
(plant may leave reversible space).

Can tolerate relatively long function
loss (remaining in a state is generally
harmless)

Time during which integrity breach is
allowed = integrity grace time
Time during which function loss is
allowed = functional grace time

Time during which function loss is
allowed = grace time

Requires Persistency

Requires Integrity

Fig. 2-1. Continuous and Sequential Plant Types
Whether the plant is sequential or continuous does not influence much the
reference control architecture seen in Chapter 1. The decision to use eventdriven or cyclic operation to control a plant does not depend on its kind, but
mostly on the timing requirements. One just notes that in general, sequential
plants are programmed as event-driven, while continuous plants are
programmed as cyclic systems, but there are many exceptions.
The behaviour of a plant in response to controller outages (integrity or
persistency loss) depends on the type of plant:
•

most continuous plants require continuous control. A short disruption ,
typically less than 100 ms, is acceptable in case of (infrequent) recovery,
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while total loss of control is not acceptable. In general, persistency ranks
above integrity, an erratic behaviour of short duration is assimilated to
noise and can be tolerated.
•

sequential plants require full integrity to avoid reaching an irreversible
state but they can tolerate somewhat longer down-times than continuous
plants (typically several seconds).

•

sensitive sequential or continuous plants which possess a safe side like
rail-guided vehicles require a very high integrity, while a loss of control
will lead to a shut-down or automatic stop, with negative impact on
availability. The safe-side is often achieved by an independent
redundancy, such as escape valve, emergency braking or shutdown, etc.
which is not considered here.

•

critical plants which require that integrity be maintained in addition to

persistency are seldom and are neglected here. These plants have
generally no safe side and can be damaged by erroneous outputs. Such
is the case for aerospace vehicle guidance.
These general rules must be refined in knowledge of the application.
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DEPENDABILITY REQUIREMENTS

A highly dependable architecture should meet certain well-defined
requirements, which arise from industrial practice and from the customer's
wishes.
1)

Dependability is achieved either by increasing the reliability of the parts or
by introducing redundancy. We consider only the latter case in this thesis.
The amount of redundancy should be kept low so as to minimize price,
power consumption, repair intervals and availability (REDUNDANCY
TAILORING).

2)

Since redundancy is costly, it should be introduced only where it is
necessary. There are numerous functions in a process control system,
some highly demanding and other less important. Each function uses
resources which may or may not need redundancy. Therefore, resources of
different redundancy degree should interwork (REDUNDANCY MIXING)

3)

The introduction of redundancy should modify as little as possible the
existing, non-redundant architecture. It should be possible to increase or
even reduce the redundancy of some parts after the initial installation.
Possible extensions should have as little impact as possible on already
existing parts (CONFIGURABILITY).

4)

Redundancy is only a short-lived expedient if repair is not considered in the
dependability concept. (MAINTAINABILITY)

5)

Redundancy should be hidden as , far as possible from the application
programmer so as to reduce software costs and allow a later increase in .
reliability without reprogramming (APPLICATION INDEPENDENCE).

6)

The total loss of some resource should only affect the functions which make
use of this resource and no others (GRACEFUL DEGRADATION)
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REFINEMENT OF THE BASIC REQUIREMENTS

2.4.1

Redundancy Tailoring

For each function, the dependability requirements must be evaluated and
redundancy applied to the resources required by that function if necessary.
When resources are shared between several functions, the most demanding
function dictates the reliability of the resource.
For instance, when continuous and sequential type of functions use the
same controller, integrity must be provided in all cases, and down-time
must lie below the grace time of the fastest continuous process controlled
by that controller. To meet both cases, the controller should mask errors
completely. However, this is quite costly and a separation between function
types in different controllers could be more interesting.
This knowledge allows to group functions according to their reliability
requirements and not only according to their functional requirements.
For instance, it would be incorrect to triplicate a computing node because
of just one critical function, when this function could run on another node
which has already been triplicated.

2.4.2 Redundancy Mixing
The installation may consist of parts which are replicated and of others which
are single-threaded. An INTERCONNECT CONCEPT must take care of the
transitions between replicated and single-threaded parts.
The reliability gained by the redundancy of resources can be significantly
decreased by COMMON MODES OF FAILURE. These common modes of failure
arise from several factors, such as geographical proximity, electrical or data
coupling. The latter is quite an important aspect, since bare hardware cannot
provide the functionality if it is not kept actualized by some coupling between the
redundant units, and this coupling may induce a common mode of failure.

2.4.3 Configurability
A control system should be build as much as possible with STANDARD
ELEMENTS so as to keep its price low through economies of scale.
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Redundancy should be achieved with these standard elements and with as little
"glue" as possible, i..e. with a minimum of specially built - and costly - elements.
The SIZE OF THE BUILDING BLOCKS should be about the same as for existing
modules today, which range from the size and complexity of a PC board to a
whole computer crate. Although reliability calculation shows that smaller units
(fine granularity) can improve reliability significantly, the use of off-the-shelf
components can improve it again through the use of well-tested parts.
Computer aided CONFIGURATION TOOLS would be of some help, especially to
track complex plants. This could take place in parallel with the process control
system functional specification and configuration.

2.4.4 Maintainability
Contrarily to space probes, process control systems can be maintained, either
on a scheduled or an emergency basis. The dependability concept must include
the on-line removal and insertion of modules, and their reintegration in the
running sy$tem with as little disturbance as possible.
The redundancy concept should avoid solutions which difficult maintenance ,
such as massive redundancy. It should be possible to remove units while
maintaining the service on a redundant unit. Although this requirement interests
mostly the hardware designer, the redundancy concept should facilitate it. In
fact, although most of the literature on fault-tolerant computing systems
concentrate on the error recovery process, the REINTEGRATION of repaired
units presents greater challenges.
The most interesting aspect of diagnostics will however be left out in this thesis,
but it should not be neglected.

2.4.5 Application Independence
The application software should not be aware of the degree of redundancy
involved. Since this ideal may be unachieveable, a HIERARCHICAL HANDLING
is at least required: when hardware cannot be operated in a transparent mode,
the operating system kernel should be in charge of hiding the redundancy from
the application. If the kernel cannot, redundancy should be handled by the
peripheral drivers.
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We assume that application (software) errors cannot be hidden, but must be
handled explicitely through backward or forward recovery by the application
programmer. Conversely, errors which originate in the kernel or the hardware
should not be handled by the application. The kernel or hardware could help the
application programmer by providing a basic mechanism to facilitate recovery of
the application, such as supporting checkpointing and exception handling.
It is necessary to make the difference between hardware faults and software
faults and to separate clearly the RESPONSABILITY of the hardware designer,
of the system programmer and of the application programmer. An in-depth
defence requires that both software and hardware faults are handled in the
concept, albeit by different means, but as complementary measures. We will
consider here only hardware faults. Software errors can anyhow not be dealed
with efficiently by redundancy.

2.4.6 Graceful Degradation
We do not consider graceful degradation. Graceful degradation has two different
aspects: first, the capability of continuing to provide a specific service in spite of
faults which affect other services, and second, the ability to provide all services
in spite of faults which affect common resources such as the processor, but at
the price of a reduced functionality.
The first case should be evident: the system must be m_
ade such that the failure
of a part, e.g. a temperature sensor, does not impede other functions such as the
reading of the water level. This aspect will be implicitely supported in this
architecture through the use of error confinement zones.
The other aspect of graceful degradation involves a redistribution of resources in
case of crash and a loss of functionality. The idea of distributing work in function
of the remaining resources is only useful if there are noncritical functions which
can be dropped out at crash time. It is however less critical to maintain idle
resources in normal time than to redistribute resources at crash time.
This concept should support only graceful degradation of the first kind:
noncritical functions are not made redundant, while critical are redundant. The
failure of any function should not cause the loss of another function, except of
course if the resource which failed was shared.
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REDUNDANCY CONCEPT

3.1 DEPENDABLE BLOCKS
The process control architecture proposed in this thesis is modelled as a system
of DEPENDABLE BLOCKS (DB). A DB is a data-processing or transmitting unit
which generates an output data flow based on an input data flow and on its
internal storage. A DB is typical for the processing and for the transmitting
elements found in a process control system: processors, expert stations, buses,
communication controllers, etc. The term "dependable" expresses just the
contrary, namely that that the probability that correct output data are generated is
smaller than one. In addition, the behaviour of the block in case of error is to a
certain extent predictable. A DB indicates with a certain probability that its output
data is invalid in case it is and refrains from outputting false data if they occur,
also with a certain probability. The general structure of a DB is shown in figure
3-1 :

information

INPUT CHANNELS
1
e
~
~

j

I
I

•·

DEPENDABLE BLOCK
validation
I

V
I

I
I

data=
information
+ validation

l

I

I
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y

'-y-'

'-v-'

1

s

OUTPUT CHANNELS

Fig. 3-1. Dependable Block
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3.1.1 Input Channels
A DB receives its input data from one or several input channels 1.. e (e.g. local
network, modem, process 1/0, terminal). A channel carries a data flow, which has
a certain probability of being incorrect. This probability is expressed by the error
rate of that channel. The data consists of an information flow (solid arrow) and of
a validation flow (dashed arrow). In the drawings of this chapter, a thick arrow
will be used to represent both the information and validation flow. The validation
flow indicates with a certain probability that the associated information is correct.
For instance, the validation flow may consist of an error detecting code, like
parity. The case of a data protected by an error correcting code can be
reduced to that of a data flow with a lower error rate validated by an error
detecting code. The validation may also be a simple signal line or periodic
message saying that the sending block is healthy ("I'm alive"-signal).
3.1.2 Output Channels
The output generated by a DB is delivered to an output channel. An output
channel has the same components as an input channel: it also carries an
information and a validation flow.
There may be several output channels, 1.. s, each carrying a logically different
information, although all output channels may be multiplexed on the same
physical medium. The information of an output channel may reach several
destinations. In some cases, it is necessary that different receivers receive
exactly the same data at about the same time (atomic broadcast). This will be
considered again in sections 3.2.1 and 3.6.2 (spreader function).
3.1.3 Processing
Based on the input information it receives and on its own internal state, a DB
executes the intended computation and generates its output data. The delay
between a change in input data and the resulting change in output data is
essentialy a random variable Tb· There are cases in which Tb can be accurately
predicted, for instance when only transmission delays are involved. In other
cases, such as in cyclic processing, Tb has an upper bound. The processing
delay is an important factor in process control, since it determines the control
algorithm's parameters. When operating redundant units, Tb will determine the
conditions of synchronism.
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A DB is not a data flow machine, although it could be one as a special case.
Contrarily to a data flow machine, a DB builds its output based not only on its
input data, but also on its internal storage, which is usually quite large. For
instance, in the case of a data base processor, the disk space belongs to the
internal storage. This storage is a key element when considering redundancy,
since it is easier to build redundancy with memory-less elements than with
elements containing storage. A special element of that internal state is the
absolute clock, which is not necessarily synchronized with that of other blocks.
The probability that the output data is generated correctly is smaller than one. A
failure may happen because of an external error or because of an internal error.
An external error happens when the input data is invalid or inexistent, for
instance because of a transmission error or because the source of the data has
failed. An internal error is due to hardware or software faults within the block.
One makes in addition the distinction between a transient error and a permanent
error. A transient error will leave the hardware intact, but may possibly garble the
internal state. A permanent error will render the hardware unusable until it is
repaired.
3.1.4 Error Behaviour of a Block

As defined above, external errors are imported, while internal errors are
produced within a block. In case of external error, it is expected that the block
produces a void output data, for instance by using a reserved information word.
This is necessary for diagnostic and error tracking purposes. Also, this prevents
the receiver of this information (the downstream block) to intend recovery with a
block which is nqt faulty, but which imported its error through its input channel.
Void data is also necessary to maintain synchronism with a redundant unit as
will be shown.
In case of internal error, it is expected that the block ceases to output any data
(fail-stop behaviour) ~nd signals its error condition by an invalid validation. This
requires a block to be a self-checking unit. A self-checking unit (SCU) can detect
a large proportion of its internal faults within an acceptably short time. This
probability is given by the error detection coverage C of the SCU. The output of
the error detection logic is the validation signal. This signal can be used to stop
all output in case of error. If the coverage is insufficient , false or out-of-time
output data could be generated in case of failure of the working part (integrity
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breach). Integrity breach is a rather cumbersome case, since it can prevent
recovery. The motivations for such a specification are detailled in section 3. 7.

3.1.5 Dependability Evaluation
A dependable block is characterized by its INTEGRITY I, which is the probability
that no data is output by this block in case of internal error, and by its
PERSISTENCY, which is the probability that the block outputs correct data.
These parameters do not however depend solely on the block's reliability, but
also on the way the redundant information is handled.
A block can be separated into one part which does the actual work W, and a part
which performs the self-checking, ED (figure 3-2).
input
information
W = WORKING UNIT
reliability=

Rw

input
validation
ED = ERROR DETECTION
reliability =

probability of
wrong output= Fws

probability of
false alarm =

probability of
no output =

probability of
undetection =

Fwo

Fig. 3-2. Dependable Block Reliability
The behaviour of this block with respect to errors in its input signals (external
errors) is not discussed. In fact, the block could be an output-only device such as
a sensor.
The reliability of the hardware and software necessary for the working part is
equal to Aw. There are benign and harmful failure modes. Most of the .time, a
processor fails such that it ceases any output. The probability for this behaviour
is given by Fwo (fail open). The probability for the output of wrong data is given
by Fws (fail short or fail signal). No other failure mode is considered, and
therefore:
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Re is the reliability of the checker. The checker could fail in such a way that
"information valid" is always indicated even if this is not true, therefore impairing
integrity and increasing persistency. The probability of undetection is Fco (fail
open). The checker could also fail in such a way that it indicates a wrong output
although the information is valid, therefore impairing persistency but increasing
integrity. The probability of false alarm is Fcs (fail short). No other failure mode is
considered, and therefore:

The relation of Fco to Fcs is function of the fault detection circuit used. Designers
try to reduce Fco as much as possible, since it is the most dangerous case in
normal applications (redundancy is lost although one does not know it). This
holds only when error coverage is close to 1 (for instance error detection by
duplication and comparison). When on-line error detection is used, for instance
by parity or plausibility checks, some errors may slip through (C < 1), and F co is
in general much higher than Fcs·
The persistency is given by the probability that both the working and the
checking part are operational. Therefore:

or, in the worst case, when F cs= 1-Rc

In this calculation, it is assumed that the next device will not accept an
information flagged as invalid. A smart block could decide that the validation
signal is erroneous, and override it.. Another receiver could just ignore an error
message, since it could be more important to keep on operation than to stop if
an error occurs. Therefore, the persistancy of a block does not depend on its
reliabilty only, it is also a question of what is done with the redundant data.
The integrity is maintained as long as the checking part is operational and the
working part does not output false data. Therefore,

or, in the worst case, when Fws = 1 - Aw, F co= 1-Rc
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So, in conclusion, the persistancy and integrity are calculated from the reliability
of the blocks, but the actual expressions depend on the way the (redundant )
validation information is used.

3.1.6 Numerical Example
A customer requires a programmable controller to have an availability of 99%
and a rate of undetected false data of 1 in a 100 years. The repair time is given
with 4 hours. The controller is treated as a dependable block, without
considering the probability of false inputs. The failure rate is a constant.
From the textbooks, the reliability of the controller is obtained as:
A=_J!_
)..+µ

With µ = 1/4 h- 1 , the required reliability is given by the failure rate)..= 0.0025 h- 1
or MTBF = 396 h, or about 22 failures a year (assuming the device is stressed
24 hours a day). This MTBF must be divided between the working and the
checking part, such as Aw+ Ac= 0.0025 h- 1
The residual error rate is ).. · C = 1 / 876'500 h-1 (C = error detection coverage;
a year has 8765 hours). With the low reliability computed above, a coverage of
99.95 % is required (1 undetected error in 2213 which occur) to provide the
required integrity. Such a high error coverage is difficult to achieve with standard
error detection techniques. Redundancy should be introduced if this error
detection coverage cannot be achieved'.
Note that the reliability of the fail-stop-logic (output disconnect logic) must be in
the same order of magnitude as the integrity, i.e. have a failure rate of about
10-6. This is not any more of the responsability of this block, but of the next, and
therefore it does not appear in the calculations.
Means to increase persistancy and integrity, for instance periodic maintenance,
could be considered in a finer analysis.

3.1. 7 Block and Physical Units
The data flowing through a block is unidirectional, as figure 3-1 shows. For
many computing elements, this representation is quite straightforward. In other
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cases, the correspondance between physical units and DB is less evident. Data
transmitting elements are often bidirectional: data may flow in either direction, for
instance over multiplexed data lines, and the same unit may be source and
destination indifferently.
For analysis and programming purposes, it is necessary to separate clearly the
incoming and outgoing data flows. This is not always easy, especially when
protocols are involved, i.e. messages are exchanged to perform a specific
function. This problem will be treated more in detail when considering redundant
channels.
When considering only data flows with bidirectional devices, the same physical
unit may appear twice in the data flow diagram, for instance once as an input
device, and once as an output device. When computing reliability, the common
elements will of course appear only once.
3.1.8 Blocks Interconnection
A block is not used alone: it is connected to one or several other blocks to form a
block system. The whole system can be considered as a "super"-block. The size
of the blocks is dictated less by reliability than by practical considerations, for
instance by the division in boards, computers, links. The following figure 3-3
shows how a process control node can be separated into different blocks. To
simplify the drawing, the blocks have been split, with one half representing the
data flowing from top to bottom and the other half showing the opposite
direction, although conceptually they are part of the same block.
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1/0 BUS

1/0 BUS

input/output
devices

output

input

plant

motors

sensors

Fig. 3-3. Block Decomposition and Interconnection of a Simple Node
3.1.9. Block Connection Dependability
Connection between blocks are supposed to be error-free: if transmission errors
are probable, then a transmission block which just introduces an unreliability
must be inserted.
In the following, worst ca~e is assumed, i.e., if the working part fails, it stops
operating in persistent systems, or it produces false data in integer systems. The
checker fails in such a sense that it signals an error in persistent systems and
does not signal an error in integer systems. An invalid information is not
accepted by the next block.
When interconnecting blocks stricktly in series, the persistency of the whole is
given by the product of the reliabilities of the individual n blocks, such that:

The integrity is given by the product of the individual integrities,
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rr(1 n

I=

(1-Rwi)·(1-Rci))

i-1

This means that if any device has no error detection capability, then the whole
system's integrity depends on a single failure in that device.
3.2

INCREASING PERSISTENCY AND INTEGRITY

A block may have sufficient persistency and integrity to provide the required
service for a particular application. If this is not the case, persistency and
integrity may be increased by connecting redundant channels or blocks in
parallel. Redundant channels and redundant blocks will be considered
separately. It should be remembered that channels are considered as error-free,
while blocks are error-prone. Real channels are of course unreliable, and this
must be modelled by inserting a block between two reliable channels, whose
sole purpose is to introduce an unreliability.
3.2.1 Redundant Channels

To increase the dependability of the system against external errors, the
channels may be replicated. Since the plant is in general not replicated, at least
at one place in the system, a block must replicate its output channel and at least
at another place in the system, a block must receive redundant channels.
The function of a logically unique channel is performed by redundant paths to
increase dependability. All redundant channels carry the same information, at
least conceptually. The corresponding data of redundant channels are not
necessarily identical, nor consistent, nor simultaneous, although all may .be valid
at the same time: they need only to be logically equivalent. The receiver of the
redundant channels has the task of merging these redundant values into a
single one, called the consensus value, which can be used for further
computation or transmission. The function within a block which is in charge of
performing the merging is called the voter. In figure 3-4, the voter is symbolized
by a filled triangle:
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redundant channels

___A___

r

'
VOTER

short form
Fig. 3-4. Voter Function
The voter looks very different, depending on whether high integrity or high
persistency is sought. For high persistency, a voter consists in its simplest form
in an input switch which selects any valid channel. For high integrity, the voter
consists in its simplest form in a comparator, which compares both channels to
decide whether the value generated by both is sufficiently close to be safe.
A voter is required as soon as redundant information is received. This holds also
for the single-channel system with validation, like the one depicted in figure 3-3:
the decision to switch off the input or ignore the alarm is also taken by a voter.
Note that the block of figure 3-2 had a voter input, not properly for voting, but to
decide whether to accept or not the input information.
In gene(al, the voting consists in the execution of a selection algorithm which
computes the consensus value taking into account not only the incoming
channels and their validation, but also history data and other redundant
informations known about the information. This will be detailled in section 3.5. A
minimum requirement for the function of the voter is that its input channels are
synchronized.
A block generates its output based on the consensus value (if it can generate
one) and on its internal state. The output channel of a block may be replicated
into redundant channels. The function within a block which performs the
replication is called the spreader. In figure 3-5, the spreader is symbolized by a
white triangle:
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SPREADER

\,
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)

V

short form

redundant channels

Fig. 3-5. Spreader Function
The spreader is responsible for maintaining its output channels redundant and
synchronized. To implement high persistency, the spreader consists in its
simplest form in an output switch. To implement high integrity, the redundant
channels must be operated in parallel so that the receiving voter may compare
them. When communicating over networks, the spreader function involves
complex algorithms to ensure that its output channels are well synchronized and
identical. The spreader function will be considered in more detail in section 3.6.
Note that a single-channel system also requires a spreader function to maintain
the information and the validation flow synchronized, but this was not stated
explicitely in section 3.1.
Figure 3-6 shows as an example a block which receives its information
through 3 channels (A, B, and C), one of them single-threaded and the
other two dual, respectively triple redundant. The voter is symbolized by the
upper, filled triangle. The block generates a single output channel, which is
triple-redundant. The spreader is symbolized by the lower, white triangle.
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Fig. 3-6. Redundant Input and Output Channels of a Single Block
3.2.2 Redundant Blocks

Redundant input channels are originally generated by a spreader or by
redundant blocks. Block redundancy provides persistency in face of internal
faults (channels are error-free), and therefore require a functional redundancy,
not just an error detecting redundancy.A group of redundant blocks is called
depending on the number of redundant blocks dyad {pair), triad (triplet), tetrad
(quartet}, pentad (group of 5) or most generally a group of n redundant blocks is
called an n-ad. To round the picture, a block without functional redundancy,
such as depicted in figure 3-1, is termed a monad. Figure 3-7 shows the
symbols of these configurations:
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Fig. 3-7. Redundant Blocks

In many cases, it is quite easy to provide redundant blocks, for instance by using
parallel wires . In other cases, the parallel connection of blocks requires
sophisticated synchronization and matching methods, especially when the
blocks contain huge amounts of internal data. For a smooth switchover, it is not
sufficient that a redundant hardware be present, this hardware msut also be
loaded with the correct data.
In the above figure 3-7, a distinction is made between "coupled" and "freewheeling" dyads. This distinction also applies to triads or n-ads. This coupling
refers to the functions of input matching, synchronism, and updating, which
maintain redundancy and synchronism, but which do not affect the original data
processing function .
In figure 3-7, the horizontal arrow between blocks symbolizes this
communication. The function of such a link will be detailed in the next sections
and a practical implementation will be shown in Chapter 6.
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3.2.3 Operating Modes of an N-ad
The above redundant structures do not necessarily correspond to physically
redundant devices, as was already suggested in the case of redundant
channels. Sometimes, time redundancy is used instead of hardware
redundancy. There are three kinds of operating mode for the redundancy which
are currently used in process control systems, and their characteristics are listed
in figure 3-8:
RETRY

WORKBY

STANDBY

standby or workby input
channels
state
save/restore

,

input match
+ synchronism

state
saving

stable
.,.._--storage

w

workby input channels

~

w
working
unit

►',,

.,

~

s
standby
unit

'•

time multiplex

Persistency increased only
against transient faults.

Persistency increased also
against permanent faults.

Persistency increased.

No integrity improvement.

No integrity improvement.

Integrity increased.

Time redundancy
required, since recovery
time not negligible.

Time redundancy required
since recovery time is not
negligible.

Smooth switchover: no time
redundancy required.

Loose synchronism, state
save (checkpoints)
needed.

Loose synchronism, state
save (checkpoints) needed.

Tight synchronism, input
matching required .

Redundant hardware:
(n-1) storage for state
saving, (n-1) functional
hardware (shareable),
interaction monitoring.

Redundant hardware:
(n-1) functional hardware,
may not be shared.

Redundant hardware:
(n~ 1) state storage
elements for state saving

Fig. 3-8. Retry, Standby and Workby
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3.2.3.1 Retry

The n-ads must not necessarily consist of distinct physical units. If only transient
errors are expected, then the same physical unit can implement several blocks:
the failed operation may then be retried on the same hardware, hoping that the
fault will have disappeared in the meantime. This hypothesis is valid since most
errors are transients. Conceptually - the operation is retried on other "versions"
of the same hardware. This RETRY operation is quite easily realized if the units
are memoryless, like communication wires. In cyclical buses, like in feeder
buses, retry is automatic, since a failed data item will be retransmitted in the next
cycle anyhow.
When the element has a memory, as is the case with digital computers, a valid
state must first be reconstructed. This valid state is generally a copy of a
previous, fault-free state, which has been stored in a redundant hardware (backup storage, non-volatile storage) at regular intervals (checkpoints) during errorfree execution. So, even if the computing hardware is not physically replicated,
at least the storage for the saving of the state must be physically replicated.
When implementing an n-ad, n-1 redundant storages are required in addition to
the storage of the working unit.
Integrity is not increased by retry: it is limited by the self-checking capability of a
single block (except if retry would be done on all messages for the purpose of
error detection). Persistency is only increased against transient errors,
permanent errors are not handled by retry. Further, since retry takes a certain
time, and no outputs are generated during recovery, the plant must tolerate
temporary outages (time redundancy).
3.2.3.2 Standby

If permanent errors are expected, then the operation can be retried on another
unit of the same kind, by a similar process as retry. This is called STANDBY. In
standby, the redundancy need not to be active at the time the error occurs, it
could be dormant or dedicated to other tasks. Standby is very similar to retry in
all other respects. Although the standby unit may be shared with other tasks
during error-free operation, redundant storage hardware is required for the state
saving. When implementing an n-ad, one working unit and n-1 standby units are
required. Also, inputs which occurred since the last checkpoint are lost, except if
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the standby unit is capable of tracking them. To do this, additional redundant
hardware or time is required.
Integrity is not increased by standby: it is limited by the self-checking capability
of the block. Persistency is increased against transient and permanent faults. As
for retry, there are no output generated during the recovery time, which is
comparable to the recovery time of retry. Time redundancy is therefore required.
3.2.3.3 Workby
Finally, redundancy may be provided by units working in parallel. This WORKBY
mode is the most costly in terms of hardware, since at least a duplication of the
hardware is required, and the duplicated hardware cannot be used for other
tasks. On the other hand, no storage hardware is required for state-saving. The
classical workby structure is 2-out-of-3 voting, also called Triple Modular
Redundancy or TMR. Dual workby is also common. Workby allows a smooth
switchover for persistency (both units are always ready) and provides a
complete error coverage for integrity (through duplication and comparison).
3.2.4 Synchronization of N-ads
In all three cases, retry, standby and workby, it is necessary to maintain the
redundant blocks synchronized, so that the switchover is as smooth as possible.
This synchronization is performed by periodic state saving in the retry and
standby cases, and by replicated computation in the workby case. This
synchronization (state-saving or execution synchronization) is provided by the
"horizontal" connection between the redundant blocks. Synchronization will be
considered in more detail in Section 3.6.
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3.3 N-ad SERIES CONNECTION
N-ads of different redundancy degree may be connected to form a system with a
specified dependability. This requires that monads, dyads, triads, etc ... are
interconnected by suitable channels. To illustrate this, the best is to follow an
example.
Example:
To increase the dependability of a process control computer, it has been
duplicated. Its structure appears on figure 3-9:
- - - - - input selector

DUAL
CHANNEL

input devices

input devices

CONTROLLER

CONTROLLER

output devices

output devices

output
switch
SINGLETHREADED

sensors

PLANT

Fig. 3-9. Dual Controller
Since the plant is not duplicated, the sensors and actuators are singlethreaded, but the input devices (analog-digital converters) and the output
devices (digital-analog converters, power electronics) have been
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duplicated. The input switch routes the data to a healthy controller (this is
however not consistent with the philosophy developped in section 3. 7 of
this thesis). An output switch selects one of the controllers based on the
validation signal or on a time-out. The corresponding dependability
diagram is shown in figure 3-10:
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Fig. 3-10. Dependable Blocks of the Dual Controller
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The input and output switches are represented by monads with a spreader
and a voter function respectively. The input devices form a dyad, connected
to the controller dyad. The controller forms a special dyad (an H-dyad as
we shall see) because both halves must be synchronized or maintained
redundant by any other mean to ensure that their outputs are in the same
state at switchover time. The output channel dyad is not synchronized,
since the synchronization of the controllers is sufficient to ensure the
redundancy of the output channels. A switch selects one valid channel to
steer the actuators. This switch is, like the input switch, a single point of
failure. The plant appears twice in this diagram, but when one calculates
the reliability, it will appear only once, of course.
Note that the above structure increases persistency, but not integrity: the
probability that false data is output by a controller or an output device has
not changed with respect to the single-threaded case. On the contrary, if
one considers the added complexity, integrity has even decreased. To
make an integer controller, one would need to operate both threads in
synchronism .(workby), change the input switch by a replicator and change
the output switch by a (fail-stop) comparator/gate. This is not shown in
figure 3-9.
It is not evident to define where a dyad begins and where it ends. One
could decide that the output devices are part of the computer dyad. An
arbitrary limit is defined by the boundaries of self-checking. The rule is that
a block is an autonomous device, from which and to which information
flows through a defined interface. A block is basically self-checking and
responsible for its own configuration.
The above example considers only two redundant channels. Similar structures
exist when a transition from dual to triple is encountered. The following figure
3-11 shows the transitions from a dyad to a triad and back again to a dyad:
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DYAD

TRIAD

DYAD

Fig. 3-11. Transitions Between Dyads and Triads

In the remainder of this thesis, we will not consider anymore the triad structure
explicitely. The reason for this is that the reliability which can be achieved by a
dyad with self-checking is higher than that of a triad without self-checking, as is
proved in Appendix A 1. For theoretical considerations, the generalization to
triads is trivial.
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3.4 BLOCKS AND DYADS TYPES

We formalize here the interconnection structure of the dyads. Although it is
relatively simple to cascade blocks and dyads, there are three aspects which
must be considered:
• the system consists of segments which are single-threaded, duplicated,
triplicated, etc. There exist transitions between segments of different
redundancy which are to be treated carefully, in order not to introduce
single points of failure (see figure 3-11 ).
• tolerance to multiple faults requires that cross-connections between
redundant channels (cross-strapping) are established in the architecture.
• horizontal communication between members of the same dyad or n-ad is
required in some cases to maintain redundancy (keeping both halves in
the same state) and to synchronize the channels (so that the voter can
choose a consensus value). Without this horizontal link, redundancy would
be weak or unusable.
• the operating mode of redundancy is not specified in the diagrams.
Whether workby, standby or retry is used depends on the particular
requirements imposed on a segment. However, the corresponding
elements (spreader, block, voter) must agree on the operating mode.
The following figure 3-12 shows different kinds of blocks. Some of the
conventions have already been introduced in figure 3-10. The system consists
of the elements (block. spreader, voter, connection and dyad). The letters used
for their denomination match to a certain degree the data flow. The explanations
for their names and functions follow.
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Fig. 3-12. Blocks and Dyads
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3.4.1 Transition from a Single to a Dual Channel and Vice-versa
Transition blocks are key elements since the dependability of the whole system
relies on them. For that reason, they should be integrated as far as possible into
the plant. In practice, they consist of 1/0 devices directly connected to a plant and
of other single-threaded devices.

A-blocks
The A-blocks form the transition from a single-threaded part to a duplicated part.
They obtain their data from only one source (which is protected by validation for
integrity) and deliver it to two different destinations. A-blocks have only a
SINGLE INPUT and possess the function of a SPREADER.
An example of such a device is a non-redundant plant sensor such as a
temperature transducer connected to a dual-ported input device. Such an
element determines the reliability of a system. It must therefore be built in a very
reliable technique.
The detailled function of the spreader will appear in section 3.6.

V-blocks
V-blocks form the transition from a dual path to a single threaded path. AV-block
has only a SINGLE OUTPUT channel and performs the function of a VOTER.
Consequently, a V-block is implemented differently for persistency or high
integrity.
Since the reliability of a function depends on the reliability of any V-block it
requires, a V-block must be either extremely reliable or be implemented in the
plant itself, for instance by duplicated actuators acting on the same rod. We will
come back to the design of V-blocks when considering the voter function
(Section 3.5).

X-blocks
X-blocks are a combination of A- and V-blocks: these blocks have a spreader
as well as a voter function. They are used to cross-strap channels as closely as
possible. (there is no X-block in figure 3-12, but one is shown in figure 3-14).
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3.4.2 Simple Data Processing and Transmission

I-blocks
I-blocks receive validated data from one source, and produce validated output
data. If the source is invalid, then the block is disabled, although it itself remains
error-free.
In figure 3-9, the input and output devices are of the I-type.
I-blocks may be used individually or be grouped into unsynchronized dyads ,
called I-dyads. There is no special communication within the dyad. I-blocks are
generally memoryless elements, like bus controllers or communication devices.

E-blocks
An E-block is similar to a I-block, except that it maintains a communication link
with another E-block for the purpose of workby. This link performs three different
functions :
• input matching and synchronization
• output channel synchronization and comparison
• state actualization at recovery time
Since all three functions are normally performed by the same channel, it is
economical to perform all functions once one of them must be implemented. The
three legs of an "E" symbolize these three functions. Processors are typical
E-blocks. E-blocks are grouped into a W-dyad (workby dyad) .

T-blocks
A T-block is identical to an E-block except that it maintains a communication
link with another T-block to form a standby dyad. This link serves the purpose of
state saving and restoring . A T-block cannot transmit information to the other
unit, since this other unit is either inactive or dedicated to other tasks (standby) .
T-blocks are grouped into an S-dyad (standby dyad) .
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A-blocks
An A-block (not shown in figure 3-12) is a special T-block capable of retry. It is
not grouped into a dyad, although conceptually it is similar to an S-dyad. One
could consider that the A-block saves its state into a special block containing the
saved state.

3.4.3 Cross-Strapping
To increase dependability, each block of a dyad may receive two redundant
channels, i.e. each block is a V-block which has the voter function. This is only
possible if the blocks of the preceding dyad have the spreader function. There is
no special communication between the blocks of the same dyad. The resulting
connection is called an X-connection, the redundant units form an X-dyad. An
X-dyad both improves the integrity and the persistency with respect to an
I-dyad. The integrity increase is obtained by the voter function (channel
comparison in addition to self-check). The persistency increase comes from the
fact that one of the members of the preceding dyad, as well as the opposite
member of the X-dyad may fail, without impairing the function. So, in principle,
an X-dyad introduces a cross-connection which is desirable.
The X-dyad in figure 3-12 has been drawn assuming ideal channels. When the
channels become unreliable, then a more complicated X-dyad is used, which
uses four channels. Unfortunately, this is also the most common case. This will
be shown in the next example.
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3.4.4 Example of an X-connection
Consider the process control computer on figure 3-13:
dual process
data highway
Update and
Synchronization
Unit

dual computer
(each half
self-checking)

WORKER
left (L)

A

1/0 BUS
Left (X)

B

C

D

1/0 BUS
Right (Y)

quad bus
controllers

dual 1/0 bus
dual input/output
devices

"V" - voter (switch)
(may be integrated
in the plant)
"A" - spreader
(may be realized
by duplicated
sensors)

Fig. 3-13. Dual Node
At the bottom of figure 3-13, the single-threaded part consists of the plant and its
associated sensors and actuators. The inputs and outputs of the plants are
transmitted by a dual 1/0 bus (1/0 BUS X and 1/0 BUSY) which forms a first dyad.
The control of the buses is done by a quad-redundant bus controller, which
forms a tetrad (group of four). The bus controllers are connected to a dual
computer which forms a second dyad. The computer may be connected to a
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process data highway which forms a third dyad, but we will not consider this
network connection.
The link marked USU (Update and Synchronization Unit) maintains the
processor dyad (R,L) in a redundant state. There is no such connection between
the 1/0 buses (X,Y), bus controllers (A,B,C,D) or process data highways.
Therefore, the only synchronized dyad is the processor dyad.
In this configuration, the 1/0 buses X and Y can be accessed from each half-dyad
L and R over bus controllers A, B, C or D. Such a connection costs two
additional bus controllers (B and C), which would be only of use if either (L and
Y) or (A and Y) would fail, respectively if (R and X) or (D and X).
The information cross-strapping promises therefore a higher reliability, since it
can cope with some double faults. In Appendix 3, the reliability of such an Xconnection is shown. We will see that such a connection is only justified when
the reliability of the sources of the information is low.
The following figure 3-14 shows the decomposition of the system of figure 3-13.
The local network connection has been omitted to keep the diagram simple. The
bold labelling refers to the function of the voter/spreader, and the thin labelling to
the function of the blocks themselves. Note that most elements appear twice in
the diagram, once as input, once as output devices. The reliability of the
components which are shared between these two functions must be deduced in
the reliability calculations.
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plant sensors

s

duplicated
sensors
Ix

ly

input devices
(not dual ported)

X

y

1/0 bus (input function)

broadcast bus

A

C

B

D

quad bus controller
(input function)

input bus selector

synchro/update

computers

output bus selector

A

B

D

C

quad bus controller
(output function)

arbitration
X

y

Ox

Oy

1/0 bus
(output function)
output devices

channel selector
M

plant actuators

Fig. 3-14. Decomposition of the Dual Node
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3.4.5 X-Connection and Input Matching
Input matching is required for bl.eeks which operate in the workby mode. These
blocks must exchange their input data so that both blocks keep on with the same
consensus value. This will be detailled in section 3.6.3. At that place, it is
interesting to note that the input matching introduces a cross-strapping between
the channels. The distinction between an X-connection and input matching is
clear from the following figure 3-15:
INPUT MATCHING

X-CONNECTION

block
boundary

execution
synchronization

Fig. 3-15. X-connection and Input Matching
Input matching does the same as an X-connection, but within a dyad. The
difference lies in the reliability: an X-connection may be unreliable, since it
requires the duplication of the information at the source. This unreliability is
modelled by the four small blocks in figure 3-15, which form a tetrad. It is hoped
that input matching yields a higher reliability, since the cross-connection takes
place within a closely coupled and shielded computer system. Further, in the
reliability evaluation, this connection comes for free, since it is shared anyhow
by the synchronization link. However, the additional restriction put on input
matching, that both voters come to the same consensus, is not asked for an Xconnection. This will be considered in the next section.
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3.5 FOCUS ON THE VOTER
The voter function is central to the operation of a redundant system. As an
V-block input it allows the transition from a dual channel to a single channel. As
an X-connection input, it allows cross-strapping of channels. Within a workby
dyad, it allows input matching. But most important, the operating mode of the
voter dictates the dependability of the whole system.
3.5.1 Voter Operation for Persistency or Integrity
A voter merges its redundant sources of information in a different way,
depending on whether high persistency or high availability is sought. This
distinction is very important when configuring installations.
Persistency
The switch takes a choice between the two channels based on some redundant
information, for instance on the validation information. In principle, it could
choose any valid channel. This is symbolized in the following figure 3-16 by the
switch.
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Fig. 3-16. Voter Function for Persistency
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Integrity
To implement high integrity, a minimum of coincidence must exist between the
inputs. If this is not the case, the voter could deny the validation of its output,
remain silent or switch to a default value. In the following figure 3-17, the EXOR
gate symbolizes the coincidence operation, and the switch the action that the
voter should take in case of disagreement: the output is only sent (and validated)
if both channels agree on the same value. One could in addition check whether
the channels are both valid, (AND gate) but this does not increase integrity
significantly, since the channel validation does not provide a 100% protection.

dual channels
(synchronization required)

Fig. 3-17. Voter Function for Integrity
Comparison
Note already a fundamental difference between these two schemes: for integrity,
both channels must be active at the same time and synchronized (workby) . For
persistency, workby is also possible, but it could be possible to time-multiplex
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both channels, i.e. use retry on the same physical channel or standby with a
spare channel.
The following table shows the impact of dependability on the structure:

moderate integrity:

one channel with self-check is sufficient

high integrity:

two physic~! channels in synchronism,
workby necessary

persistency against
transient faults:
persistency against
permanent faults:

one physical channel with retry

two physical channels required, one may
be in standby

Note that the voter cannot implement both high integrity and persistency with the
sam.e redundancy. It may for instance compare synchronous channels for
integrity, but must then ask for retry to increase persistency, thus requiring an
additional redundancy. Or it can operate without retry by selecting one valid
channel, but then, it must rely on that channel's validation and cannot implement
integrity.

3.5.2 Reaching a Consensus
The above let the impression that the decision of a voter is straightforward: either
the channels agree and they are correct, or an error occurred. This may not
always be true, especially in an environment where analog and digital devices
are mixed. A discrepancy between redundant channels does not necessarily
arise from an error: it may originate from channel non-determinism, either
because analog noise is present (data non-determinism), or because timing
uncertainty exists (timing non-determinism).
For instance, if the temperature of a liquid is measured by a dyad of two
thermocouples, one channel may indicate 99.9 2 and the other 100.0 2
because of slight differences between the sensors or within the AnalogDigital-Converters (ADC).
Or, one channel could indicate that a motor is on and the other that the
same motor is off. The difference may arise from the fact that the left
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microswitch has been scanned some µs before the right microswitch.
Especially in cyclic systems, such as in a feeder bus, this is a rather
common situation.
Therefore, taking a consensus value depends strongly on the physical meaning
of the data, and therefore on the application.
For moderate persistency, it could be possible to take any valid channel as an
input and switch to another in case a channel is invalid.
For high persistency, the voter builds a most probable input value according to
an appropriate algorithm, for instance weighted voting. A minimal requirement
for the function of such algorithms is that the input channels should be
synchronized, so as to establish a logical equivalence between corresponding
data items. It may occur that it is not possible to reconstruct this most probable
input value, for instance when all channels are invalid or contradictory. In such a
case , the voter should generate a void consensus data.
For high integrity, the voter matches the channels to determine the value which
is the safest, depending on the level of integrity required. It may require that a
minimal number of channels agree.
Example:
A temperature is measured by three different sensors. The values obtained
are 50 2 , 1002 and 110 2 and none of these values is flagged as invalid
(possibly, there is no sensor monitoring). For high persistency, the voter
may choose 86 2 (median value). It could also choose 1052 by rejecting the
50 2 reading because it deviates too much (adaptive voting).
If high integrity is required, the algorithm must not only take a probable
value, but a safe one. To do this, a confidence inteNal must be defined, for
instance accept only temperatures which are within 52 of each other. In the
above case, such algorithm may decide that the confidence is not sufficient.
If the confidence inteNal would be 12 2 , then the adaptive voting algorithm
could be used.
If one or several values are flagged as invalid, these values are rejected.
However, the number of remaining values may be too low for a high
integrity system to decide safely.
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In addition, it is possible to gather redundant information about a variable from
its history or from its physical meaning.
For instance, the designer of a chemical plant may calculate that the
pressure may not change more rapidly than 0.1 kPa/s because of physical
constraints. A valid value which changes more rapidly may be suspect and
could be ignored, at the risk that indeed pressure has raisen faster
because of an unexpected situation. Determining trends requires that the
history of data be kept available to the voter.
Also, the plausibility of several variables may be checked as a whole, to
determine if a process lies within a specified enveloppe.
As an example, the values of current, voltage and temperature of a power
transistor are known. The power dissipation of the transistor is the product
of current and voltage. Knowing the thermal transfer function of the device,
one can calcultate if the measured values are consistent.
It is therefore not possible to state a general rule about the algorithms to be used
for voting. This depends not only on the dependability requirements of the
blocks, or of the incoming data streams, but on the meaning of these readings. If
fact, a large amount of knowledge about the system in which the voter is
embeded is required to take a meaningful decision.
The most difficult aspect remains the determination of the dependability of the
voter. The voter function is provided by some hardware, whose reliability can be
computed. What cannot be computed is the reliability of the algorithm itself.
When only coincidence or 2/3 voting is considered, then one can assume that
the algorithm is 100% reliable (if no programming errors occurred). When
approximate voting and confidence intervals are considered, then the picture is
less clear. When application specific data are involved, then it may well be that
the reliability of the algorithm is lower than that of the hardware. This is quite
problematic, since a failure of that -algorithm is a common mode of failure. This
question lies outside of the scope of this thesis. In the following, the reliability of
the voter will be equalled to that of the underlaying hardware.
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3.5.3 Input Matching
A special kind of voting takes place in dyads which operate in workby. In workby,
redundancy is maintained actualized by replicated computation in both blocks,

which operate simultaneously. This makes use of the property of digital
computers of being deterministic machines to keep them both in the same state.
To do this, it is not only necessary that their executions are synchronized and
identical, but also, that their input data are identical. This most stringent
condition appears also to some extent in the standby or retry case, since most
recovery strategies require that the programs take the same execution path
when re-executed, but it is more evident in workby.
The redundant units must therefore execute their computations on the same
input vector. This requires that the consensus value which is chosen in both
voters be the same. To enforce this, the blocks must exchange the value they
received through their associated channel and reach a consensus value, which
must be the same in both nodes. This is known as INPUT MATCHING.
This explains why E-blocks, formed into an E-dyad, must cross-strap information
through the horizontal link. Although these blocks are connected to only one
channel each, they receive the value of the other channel through the coupling
unit. Both blocks therefore implement the voter function, with the additional
requirement that both consensus values should be identical in both channels.
Since only digital data are exchanged, there should be no non-determinism,
except if errors appear in one block. The consensus algorithm becomes then
quite complicated, since it should work properly in the presence of faults in the
blocks. When three blocks are operated as a triad without validation signal, it
has been shown that it is not possible to maintain a consensus value when one
of the units fails in a malicious way (this is known as the Byzantine Generals
problem [Moore 84]). There exist however a solution for a tetrad, and also for a
dyad with self-checking.

3.6 CHANNEL AND BLOCK SYNCHRONIZATION
3.6.1 Synchronization of Redundant Channels
The voter function can only work properly if there is a synchronism between the
redundant channels, so that equivalent informations are recognized as such.
This synchronism is obvious for workby devices, it is less evident when retry or
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standby is used, but is is equally necessary there, for instance to recognize that
this is a repeated data and not a new data.
It has already been said that the sources of a redundant information are
responsible for their synchronization. Two cases must be considered: the first,
when the redundant channels are generated by the same unit (spreader). The
second, when the redundant channels are produced by redundant blocks.

3.6.2 Spreader
The data coming from the single-threaded output channel of a block is replicated
by the spreader function. A spreader may be very simple, for instance consist
just of a duplicated sensor with no timing constrains between the sensors. The
spreader function can become quite complicated, for instance in networks which
suffer of significant time delays due to routing and distances. In such systems,
coherency protocols implement the spreader function [Chang 84]. In local buses,
the spreader function may be implemented by a reliable broadcast mechanism.
Here again, the spreader function depends on the dependability goal: if only
one physical channel is used (retry), then the spreader is responsible for
sending replicas of the original data, so that the destination can distinguish them
from data it already received. If standby is used, then the spreader should
activate the corresponding redundancy and send the data over the redundant
channel. If workby is used, the spreader is responsible for maintaining the
channels synchronized. This last case is the easiest, since the processors are
already synchronized.
In all three cases, a kind of synchronization is required, in such a form that a
voter connected after the redundant channels can perform the consensus
algorithm correctly. Synchronism is achieved either by default (analog values,
for instance), or by a numbering system which allows to identify duplicates
(standby, retry) or by a clock signal. This synchronization will be detailled now.

3.6.3 Channel Synchronization
When the redundant channels are generated by a spreader, then
synchronization is relatively simple, since the same unit is in charge of
generating and synchronizing the redundant channels. This original
synchronism may get lost when the data passes through several dyads
connected in series, since each block adds a delay Tb to the transmission, and
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this delay can vary in all redundant channels (Tb is a random variable). It may
therefore be necessary to resynchronize the channels.
In transmission blocks, there is in general no possibility to synchronize: a dual
network may have different delays on each channel, which cannot be easily
compensated. But normally, the voter can quite easily resynchronize them if the
sources are already synchronized within a sufficiently narrow time window, i.e.
when the members of the sending n-ad are synchronized. To achieve this, a
horizontal communication is required between the blocks of a n-ad.
The consequence is that the redundant channels must be synchronized at
regular intervals, so that the worst case synchronization slip does not exceed the
synchronizing capabilities of the voter (figure 3-18):
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Fig. 3-18. Synchronization Slip
The worst case difference between the delays in the left and in the right side,
(T' - T") must not exceed the tracking window of the receiving voter, or an
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additional synchronization will be required (question mark). This
synchronization is automatically given as soon as a synchronized dyad is
encountered.

3. 7 ON THE LOCUS OF CONTROL OF RECOVERY

This part concerns the operations which occur once an error is detected, and
which entity should be in charge of acting upon it. It justifies some of the
restrictions which have been put on the operations of blocks.

3. 7 .1 Data-driven and Demand-driven Approach
The control hierarchy is the relationship of control: the block which initiates
a~ynchronously a data transmission is called the "client" and the block which
responds is its server. Client and server may afterwards exchange any number
of messages, but the control relationship remains the same. The client/server
relationship is expressed by a pair of cross-connected blocks.
To keep complexity under control, the actual data flows, not the control hierarchy
must be considered. Here, the concept of data flow machines [Treleaven 82] is
useful. Like for data-flow machines, there are two ways to act on fault-tolerance:
data-driven or demand-driven.
In a data-driven system, a unit reacts according to the data it receives. It has
therefore the server's view of the world. In a demand-driven system, a unit asks
for data to process when it has nothing more to do: this is the client's view of the
world.
Fault-tolerance should be handled either as data-driven or demand-driven, but
not both. This requires that the data flow to a device be separated from the data
flow from a device. This is why the dependable blocks have been defined that
way.
For instance, in the above figure 3-13, the processors could regularly
check the health of the bus controllers and switch to the other unit if the
normally used unit is not working properly. This works fine for input signals,
but presents a problem for output signals. To let a processor free to
attribute its controllers to any bus introduces single points of failure, since
one malfunctioning processor may well assign both buses to its own
controllers. Although such a malicious error is unlikely, the simple fact that
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it may occur decreases the "Hamming Distance", i.e. the number of
simultaneous faults the concept may sustain. The fundamental question is
one of authority: which device is responsible for maintaining faulttolerance? The obvious choice it to let it as far as possible to the receiving
units. The bus controllers cannot easily decide among themselves which
one is to be operated, the bus itself should do it, through a collision
mechanism, for instance.
In a data-driven system, a unit is only responsible for its own function, and not for
that of the units to which it sends information. Exceptions are only allowed when
the receiving units are considered part of the reconfiguration authority, for
instance when they are its own 1/0 devices. In that case, they belong in reality to
the same dyad.
The client is in charge of checking whether its commands have been executed. If
not, it can repeat the command or take alternate actions. But it shall not
command the recovery of its server, since this is under the server's authority.
So, the principle that must be followed is the following:
• Each unit is only responsible for the data it produces itself. It is not
responsible for what another unit does with this information, whether it uses it
directly or in redundancy with another source to implement high integrity or
persistency.
• When a unit receives an erroneous information, it has the choice to stop
operation, try to reconstruct the data from a redundant set or through commu nication with the other half-dyad or wait for retransmission. It should not
however ask command retransmission, this should be done spontaneously
by the sender.

3. 7 .2 Reaction to Internal Errors
From the above, the strategy to follow in case of an internal error is very simple:
the block invalidates (passivates) its outputs and intents recovery by itself or with
external help, for instance by reload from the other half-dyad or by intervention
of the maintenance team. Automatic recovery itself influences reliability only in
as much as it keeps the mean time to repair MTTR negligible in case of transient
errors. Manual repair takes longer. In a worst case calculation, it is sufficient to
consider only manual repair. When the fault is overcome, the block is reinserted
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and resynchronized if necessary. The return to redundancy will be signalled
specially so that the blocks downstream know they can rely again on the
information.
The block downstream will not receive any more data from the injured block. It
will consider this as external error, but it should not intent to reactivate the
injured block, by sending interrupt requests or any other mean.
3. 7 .3 Reaction to External Errors
External errors are imported from other modules. They appear to a module as
invalid, missing or inconsistent data. When handling external errors, one
assumes that the block is itself error-free. The strategy to follow will depend on
whether the block can dispose of redundant information about the data. So, the
block may first try to get redundant data so it could reconstruct a correct value.
If a block cannot correct its input error, either because there is no retry, retry fails
or the redundant data are contradictory, the only choice the block has is to
invalidate all information computed on the basis of the invalid information (not
computing them and sending the old value may lead to an error). Thus, the
contaminated information is invalidated when output of the block. This may lead
to a chain reaction of invalidations unless one block is capable to reconstruct a
plausible information from some redundant source. A block needs not passivate
all its outputs in case it receives invalid information, as is the case when an
internal error appears, but just invalidate the affected informations. This should
not be done by outputting data with a wrong validation, but rather by sending a
correct check with an "X" data (unknown), so that synchronization can be
maintained downstream.
3. 7 .4 Input Retry
These principles will be applied to the case of retry. If time redundancy is
available, a block which detects an invalid input data may ask for
retransmission.
The protocol for retry is classical. The source of the information expects a
positive acknowledge or it will initiate a retry after a time-out. The receiver never
asks for retransmission. Negative acknowledge should be used for the purpose
of flow control (try again later, receiver buffer full), but not for recovery.
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This scheme is consistent with the concept of data-driven data flow machines as
opposed to demand-driven machines. The other approach would be to let the
receiver protest for not having received data in time and ask for retransmission.
This supposes that the receiver was aware that it was targetted by a message.
Since the message could have been so damaged that the source does not
recognize it, negative acknowledge is no general purpose tool for recovery.
The acknowledge signal is therefore an input to the block which produces the
information.
In cyclic buses, recovery is still easier: the block just waits for the next data item.
Until valid data is again received, the block may not output data. If it has to do it
in any case (on a cyclical basis}, it must mark its contaminated outputs as "X". If
this would not be the case, the block downstream would await retransmission or
signal an error.
3.8 DEPENDABILITY EVALUATION

The decomposition of a system into dependable blocks allows now to model its
dependability. The amount of redundancy (number of parallel blocks), the
amount of self-checking and the function of the voter/spreader dictate the
dependability of the system. Therefore, the knowledge of the block
interconnection is not yet sufficient to calculate the dependabHity This will be
shown with different examples.
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Example 1:
,

A group of three computers is run as a (synchronized) triad (figure 3-19):
........... ,
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'''
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·,

Fig. 3-19. Synchronized Triad
The blocks have no self-check capability and their output data are not
validated. They receive their (not validated) data from a triplicated sensor.
The voter of the receiving block builds the most probable value by 2-out-of3 voting, which requires two channels to be intact and in synchronism. In
this case, the persistency of the whole is given by the formula:

Where R is the product of the reliability of each block (Rw) and of its
associated sensor R5 , and Rv the reliability of the voter (2/3 voter) of the
next block. The reliability of the functions connected after the voter is not
considered.
The integrity is given by the probability that two channels do not output the
same erroneous data. This probability is very difficult to estimate. It is
dictated in the first line by common modes of failure, which must be
investigated in knowledge of the particular implementation. In particular,
the probability of incorrect input matching because of the failure of a single
block (byzantine agreement) should be considered. A lower bound is given
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by the reliability of the voter Av, which can be estimated by classical means.
So, one can assume that integrity is lost if the voter is wrong:

Example 2:
A group of two blocks is connected as a dyad. Each block is a self-checking
unit with a coverage C (figure 3-20). The reliability of the working part is Aw
and that of the checking part is Re.
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Fig. 3-20. Dyad Dependability
In the high integrity operating mode, the blocks are synchronized. The voter
of the destination unit compares both channels and outputs data only of
both agree on the same value. The probability of an undetected error is that
both channels output validated data which are both false. This probability is
extremely thin, but could nevertheless occur, especially in face of software
errors. Unfortunately, this probability cannot be evaluated without a
detailled knowledge of the implementation. As for the triad, the integrity is
estimated to:
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In the high integrity operating mode, persistency is quite low: this system
only functions properly when both units are running and synchronized.
Therefore,

In the high persistency operating mode, the validation signal is derived
from a self-checking unit whose reliability is Re. The reliability of a b.lock is
R = Rw · Re. It is implicit that a failure of self-checking always goes to the
worst case, i.e. it indicates a fault when there is none (decreasing
persistency) and it indicates no fault when there is some (decreasing
integrity).
The voter operates as specified:
• initially, take a channel which is operating and valid;
• take any valid channel as input.;
• if both channels are marked invalid, take any of them .
If, for instance, a channel is faulty and marked as invalid, and the other is
valid, but marked as faulty, then the worst case is that the switch selects the
faulty channel. The only exception is that the failure of a self-select signal
does not impair persistency as long as both channels are correct.
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The following table lists these cases, assuming that the original channels is
channel 1:
Rw1

Rc1

Rw2 Rc2

p

0

0

0

0

0

remains on bad ch.1

0

0

0

0

remains on bad ch.1

0

0

0
1

0

0

0

0
1
1
1
1

0
1

0

0

remains on bad ch.1
remains on bad ch.1

0
1
0
1

0
0
0
1

0
1
1
1

0
1

0
1

0
1

0
1

1
1

1
1

switches to correct ch.2

1

1

remains on ch.1

1

1

remains on ch.1

1
1

1
1

remains on ch.1

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0

1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
1

1

0
0
1

1

1

0

0
1

1
1

1

1
1

0
1

1

0

switches to invalid ch.2
remains on failed
remains on failed
switches to correct
switches to invalid

ch.1
ch.1
ch.2
ch.2

remains on good ch.1
remains on good ch.1

remains on ch.1

From this diagram, one deduces the value of P and I:

PR - (R W·RC )2+ RW 2-(1-RC)2
- 2·RWC
I = 1 - [ (1-Rw)(1-Rc) ( 1 + Rw·(1-Rc) + Rc·(1-Rw) ]
A slight modification of the voter's algorithm, for instance a modification of
the second rule to:
•

select none when both channels are invalid (switch with middle
position),

lets the persistency change to:
P = 2·RwRc - (Rw·Rc) 2 ( I is not affected in this case)
This is possibly the most interesting conclusion of this example: a slight
modification of the voter's algorithm can impact both persistency and
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integrity. It is not possible to determine the reliability of a system just by
knowing the data interconnection, one must also know how redundancy is
managed. Therefore, reliability is application dependent.
3.9 A BALANCE OF THIS MODEL

As any model, the decomposition in dependable blocks is more a conceptual
help than a base for reliability computations. In fact, it has been shown that there
is no possibility to deduce the reliability or integrity of a system unless the
function of the voters/spreader is known in detail. This is not only a problem of
computers: most models for reliability assume a decomposition into blocks and a
perfectly reliable switching. However, the reliability of the system depends
strongly on the strategy followed by this switch , so inserting the switch's
reliabil ity in series does not necessarily yield the worst case. Bouricius
[Bouricius 69] has shown that coverage, i.e. the probability that correct switching
takes place when an error occurs, is the Achille's heal of redundancy.
Another conclusion of this decomposition is that recovery should stick to a set of
rules, and preferably follow a data-driven approach. Not doing so will let ad-hoc
solutions flowerish in the system, with no common strategy. This may introduce
so much unreliability that redundancy is worthless.
Finally, this model failed in at least one respect: it was its ambition to show that
reliability can be handled independently from the application. The conclusion is
that the handling of redundant data cannot be done efficiently without
knowledge of the application.
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REDUNDANT PROCESS CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

4.1 COMPUTING BUILDING BLOCKS
We will consider four kinds of computing elements, ordered by increasing
dependability and complexity (figure 4-1 a, b, c, and d):
A) standard block: standard, non-redundant components fit in this concept,

but they provide only partial coverage. Error detection takes place off-line.

B) self-checking block: these blocks provide an error detection coverage
against hardware faults close to 100% and therefore a high integrity.
C) workby dyad (W-dyad): a pair of units is operated in workby mode. To
achieve high integrity, a reliable voter in the next block disables both units
when a discrepancy between their outputs occurs. In addition, if the units
are self-checking, high persistency is achieved by a switch and a voter
which positions it. This is the structure that will be followed as a design
example in the following chapters.

D) standby dyad (S-dyad): a pair of self-checking units operated in
standby mode is used for persistency. This structure is well suited in
networks.
These units correspond to standard building blocks used for data processing
and transmission. Only duplication (dyads) is considered for redundancy.
Triplication brings no significant advantage over this approach as is shown in
Appendix A 1. For reasons which will be developped here, the W-dyad
approach will deserve a more complete treatment in the following chapters.

4.1.1 Standard Blocks
For BENIGN APPLICATIONS, standard blocks are used which only provide offline error detection and some software error reporting (watch-dog timer, error
report line) as well as some maintenance tools. Although this level does not
provide much redundancy, it is important that one can integrate such standard
parts into this architecture (figure 4-1 a).
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input validation

W = working unit

scu

ED = (partial) error detection

boundary
output information

output validation

Fig. 4-1a. Standard Block
4.1.2 Self-Checking Block

A self-checking unit (SCU) provides BASIC INTEGRITY. An SCU detects a high
percentage of its own errors within a short time, its coverage is close to 100%
(figure 4-1 b):
input

scu
boundary ---....._._. _

I
-

1- -

-.

I
I

ED= error detection coverage
(close to 100%)

I

w

I
I
I
I

----·
output validation

output information
output gate
for fail-stop
behaviour

Fig. 4-1 b. Self-Checking Unit
The difference with the previous case is the error detection coverage: in a SCU,
a large effort is undertaken to detect every error, while in the previous case, offline error detection is considered sufficient. A coverage close to 100% can only
be achieved by on-line error detection. It is performed by several techniques,
such as error detection codes for regular arrays, duplication and comparison for
complex elements. The latter requires that the error detection and the working
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part should be closely synchronized. In addition, the error detection unit must be
designed in such a way that it fails independently from the working unit.
A self-checking unit can be used to build a fail-stop unit in conjunction with a
reliable voter (symbolized by the switch of figure 4-1 b), which disables the
output in case of error. This switch is not part of the self-checking block, but of
the next one, although such a switch can also be ubicated in the block itself.
Integrity depends on the good function of that switch.
Self-checking provides the base for implementing retry on the same unit. Retry
(hot-restart) can be implemented by the application to overcome expected
TRANSIENT failures, such as bus or memory errors. This approach will not be
considered explicitely in this concept, although it is helpful to increase
avai la bi lity.
4.1.3 Workby Dyad (W-dyad)

A pair of SCUs forming a dyad is operated in exact synchronism (workby) so that
the outputs of both half-dyads should be exactly identical unless an error occurs.
Synchronization and input matching maintain both SCUs in the same state. This
mode of operation provides both high integrity and persistency. For persistency,
a valid output is selected by a switch according to the outputs of the error
detectors (validation signals). This is symbolized by the switch in figure 4-1 c.
For high integrity, the two outputs are compared by the next device and the
output is disabled in case of discrepancy. This is symbolized by the EXOR gate
in figure 4-1c.
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Fig. 4-1 c. Persistency and High Integrity by Workby
The increase in integrity given by self-checking is not relevant, therefore, the
units could run without error detection. However, since the same structure may
be used with a switch in place of the comparator to provide high persistency,
error detection is required to choose the correct channel.
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The shaded parts (switches, gates) are not properly part of the dyad, but of the
next block (V-block) to which the dyad is connected. The design of V-blocks will
be again considered in section 4.4.
Additional modes are possible. An approach found in some systems [Toy 78)
works as follows. Errors are detected by comparison of units in the high integrity
mode. A discrepancy triggers an off-line diagnostic routine in each block, with
the purpose of determining the faulty one and switch it off, if it can find one. Such
an operation is justified when a reduced integrity mode is affordable during a
limited time. Then, integrity depends on the self-checking capability of an SCU
and on the repair interval. Although this is not in contradiction with the
requirements of chapter 2, this solution is not general enough to be followed.
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Standby Dyad (S-dyad)

For PERSISTENCY against permanent failures, a pair of identical self-checking
components is maintained closely actualized for smooth switchover. This
actualization takes place by letting one of the units update the other (standby).
input

.. ......... ... .... ·+................. '
:
·

e.g. input
spreader

...---------.

I

s eIf-checking
unit boundary

A-block

:
·

I

. . . . . . . . . . . . . r. -. -. -. -. . -. -. -. -. -. , . - - . . . . . . . . . .
I

I

update link
(for state saving
or for teaching
repaired units)
· output switch set
· by the validations

........... . ............. .... ...........

V-block
..............

,

..........

,

...... .

output

Fig. 4-1d. Persistency by Standby of SCUs
The replicated input is delivered to the dyad by some spreader (undefined here).
Devices which use the outputs of the dyad may be connected to either output.
This is symbolized by the switch in figure 4-1d. When the SCU connected to the
process fails , control is passed to the other one. Until the failed unit is repaired ,
the system runs with reduced reliability but identical performance. As above , the
voter and the spreader are not part of the S-dyad, but of other blocks.
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4.2 REDUNDANT NETWORK

The general structure for survival to permanent faults is shown in figure 4-2
(next page). Some components are not redundant, other have been duplicated.
There is no triplication since the approach followed does not ask for it.
The process control system consists of a plurality of nodes connected by a
duplicated highway. We consider four classes of nodes, whose abbreviations
are purposely identical to that of the aforementionned blocks:
A-nodes ("alone") use standard elements. Their function is uncritical. Some offline error detection is provided by software and watchdog timers. Incomplete
coverage is acceptable. A typical case would be a power network
optimization function, for which infrequent down-times are acceptable.
8-nodes ("basic") use self-checking blocks. They implement BASIC INTEGRITY
through hardware self-checking. They can be made fail-stop with high
enough an integrity for most current applications. They are however not
persistent.
C-nodes ("closely coupled") consist of a workby dyad (W-dyad). They
implement PERSISTENCY against permanent failures as well as HIGH
INTEGRITY. The same structure will also implements expert stations.
D) 0-nodes ("distributed") are implemented by a standby dyad (S-dyad), which
consists of two self-checking nodes loosely coupled to form one single
resilient node operated in main/standby. They implement PERSISTENCY
against permanent faults, but not high integrity.
The redundancy of the buses and of the process peripherals will be considered
separately.
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Fig. 4-2. Redundant Network Archifecture

When only the first two kinds of nodes (A and B) are considered, the process
control architecture is identical to the one depicted in chapter 1, except that error
detection is provided for each module. Through consequent use of self-checking
modules, such a structure can implement fail-stop behaviour and allow
operation retry based on explicit state saving. Such a structure is not capable of
surviving permanent faults. It can however be integrated into the redundant
architecture.
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To increase persistency, A- and 8- nodes can be given a redundant access to
the dual highway. If this were not the case, a failure of one highway could isolate
these modules.
The C- and D-nodes are implemented by a dyad. Both are capable of surviving
permanent faults, since all their elements are duplicated. Each node has access
to a duplicated highway for the same reason, although the C-node needs only
one highway connection per block as we shall see.
Each half-dyad has the same functionality as the other half and can replace it. In
some cases, a reduced functionality may be sufficient, but we leave this to
"special cases" (E-node in figure 4-2) which must be considered individually.
The attribute of equal functionality is evident when considering data processing,
but less trivial when access to peripheral devices is required: both halves of a
dyad must access the same peripheral devices or different, but functionally
equivalent peripheral devices, for instance duplicated sensors or actuators.
The half-dyads are "horizontally" connected by a communication link, which
maintains the redundancy and performs additional functions such as integrity
check and teaching of reintegrated units. This horizontal link can be omitted
when the redundancy is maintained without synchronism.
We consider now in more detail the "C" and "D" nodes.
4.3 CHOICE OF A REDUNDANT NODE TYPE
4.3.1

The C-NODE ("closely coupled")

The function of a C-node is provided by a dyad operating in workby. Toward the
rest of the system, this dyad behaves like a single node.
The connection to the 1/0 devices takes place through duplicated or through
dual-ported peripherals. An X-connection through quadruple bus controllers is
also possible. The respective advantages will be discussed in section 4.4. The
connection to the highway needs not be dual-ported, since the "horizontal" link
is capable of maintaining the redundancy by using either long-distance bus
through the input matching mechanism.
Therefore, the C-node makes use of the cross-connection introduced by workby
(Section 3.4.6). On the other hand, this tight coupling has the disadvantage of
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introducing a common mode of failure due to physical proximity and signal
vicinity between the redundant parts, which we will call reliability coupling.
As for the 1/0 devices, the introduction of an X-connection through dual-porting
of the network controllers can increase persistency, but must be balanced
against the potential reliability coupling introduced.
The C-node structure is also used by the expert stations. The differenc~s will
only become apparent when discussing the implementation. The case of the
expert station is not shown in figure 4-2.
4.3.2

The D-NODE ("distributed")

A D-node consists of a dyad of two identical nodes which have been logically
grouped to form a single, resilient node. Contrarily to the C-node, there is no
dedicated communication link between nodes which form a loosely coupled
dyad: the horizontal communication required for state saving takes place
through the highway, a certain percentage of the traffic on the bus is dedicated
to maintaining the redundancy.
Since communication between nodes takes place solely over the network, no
close synchronization between the half-dyads is feasible, it would be too costly
in time. Therefore, redundancy must be maintained by standby (continuous
update). This means that a D-node is not capable of providing high integrity by
duplication of self-checking units. Its integrity depends entirely on the quality of ·
its self-checking.
Since the highway is used for the "vertical" communication (with other nodes) as
well as for the "horizontal" communication (within the dyad), each half-dyad must
have a dual-ported access to the duplicated highway, like figure 4-2 shows.
Standard bus controllers can be used for the highway access.
To replace one another, both nodes must have the same functionality. Consider
dyad (D1 ', D1 ") in figure 4-2: both members of the dyad have access to - ·
replicated peripheral devices (in this case a disk). From the point of view of
reliability, the disk is part of each half-dyad. A structure of type "D1" is ideal since
a high degree of decoupling is achieved, which eliminates common modes of
failure through physical separation.
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When the dyad halves must access the same peripherals, decoupling becomes
less perfect: at some point near the plant, both redundant channels must be
merged into a single channel and redundancy ceases. Therefore, a coupling
between the devices exists over their access to the plant, but this coupling
remains quite loose.
Now, this reliability coupling is increased when the plant is accessed over dualported devices like for the lower bank of peripherals of dyad (02', 02") in figure
4-2. Constructive measures must be taken so that the failure of one dual-ported
controller does not cause the failure of both buses.
The reliability coupling is increased still when an X-connection is used, for
instance when dual 1/0 bus controllers are used like in figure 3-13. The nodes
are now connected not only over their peripherals, but also by the 1/0 bus and
the 1/0 controllers. This again may be undesirable and must be considered in
the reliability calculations.
When both half-dyads have access to the same physical parts, they are
automatically connected through the (duplicated) 1/0 network. One can consider
solutions in which the redundant pair is capable of communicating through the
1/0 network to maintain the redundancy, without disturbing the other nodes over
the network (dashed connection in the lower connection of dyad (02',02") in
figure 4-2). Such a connection creates in reality a C-node and presents no
particular interest.
4.3.3 Comparison
The above node types differ in their level of fault-tolerance and degree of
coupling, in the sense of both reliability coupling (common mode of failure) and
of data coupling (synchronization). The basic parameter which dictates the
choice of a particular redundant structure is the probability of a common mode of
failure due to geographical proximity or to data coupling.
For instance, a requirement common in nuclear power plants is that both
computers are not situated in the same room, so in case of physical
destruction of one room the other remains functional and can substitute the
disabled unit.
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Physical distance is paid for by looser synchronization. As distance becomes
wider, it is increasingly difficult to keep the redundancy actualized by workby,
and a standby solution must be envisioned.
For instance, if the dyad halves are to be separated by a distance longer
than about 30 m, and since a typical link has a propagation delay of
5 ns/m, one would loose some 150 ns at each synchronization point. If
this is unacceptable, a D-node should be used.
The looser synchronization introduced by standby has the consequence that
switchover is less smooth since the two units are not exactly in the same state at
the same time, and that recovery requires more time. It is therefore not adapted
to all classes of process. Furthermore, it cannot implement high integrity by
duplication and comparison. On the other hand, there are several kinds of errors
that a workby unit cannot survive, for instance simultaneous errors caused by
EMI flashes or certain software errors.
The u?e of O-nodes is therefore justified:
•

when the physical decoupling between the units must be so high that the
distance

between

nodes

no

longer allows

an

instruction-wise

synchronisation.
•

when the plant tolerates a loss of control during the recovery time.

•

when the cost of a specialized synchronization unit between the nodes
cannot be afforded and one would rather use bus bandwidth instead.

•

when high integrity is not required

•

when common modes of error can arise from a close synchronism.

In all other cases, a C-node is preferable . Therefore , a C-node is a more
general solution, and we will focus our attention on it in the remainder of this
thesis, and show how it can be implemented. The operation of O-nodes is
described in much detail in a companion work [Aschmann 85, Aschmann 86]
and we will not consider it any further.
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Choice of a Dyad for the Nodes

In the remainder of this thesis, we will detail the function of a C-node. The
reason for this choice are:
•

the C-node implements both persistency and integrity. One can use the
same structure in both kinds of applications.

•

the C-node requires no software changes such as checkpoint insertion and
state saving. Therefore it promises a greater software independence.

•

the C-node allows a smooth switchover and permits the operation of the
following dyads in workby mode.

4.3.5

Choice of a Dyad for the Expert Stations

As already mentionned, the expert stations are preferibly implemented by
W-dyads. The reason is that redundant expert stations of the S-type would be
connected through the 1/0 bus, which has normally an insufficient throughtput to
perform state saving. Once a dedicated link must be established betwen the
redundant expert stations, it makes not much sense to use it for state saving
(S-dyad), one can use it directly for synchronization (W-dyad) and implement
high integrity as well. Tightly coupling the expert stations is indeed the traditional
solution in industry. The only advantage of an S-dyad over a W-dyad is that the
standby unit can be shared with other tasks, allowing graceful degradation or
spare pooling. As already stated in Chapter 2, graceful degradation looks only
interesting if there are unrelevant tasks to drop in case of reconfiguration, and
this is not the case in process control. Spare pooling is not interesting either,
since this would require a powerful communication network again.
So, expert stations will be W-dyads. The main difference with the C-nodes is that
C-nodes are programmed in a procedural language and expert stations are
programmed in a (cyclical) functional language, as stated in Chapter 1. As we
shall see, this property is exploited to simplify the design of the redundant expert
stations. This is another reason for our decision to folow the C-node in detail.
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THE 1/0 CONCEPT

In the above figure 4-2, the 1/0 devices were accessed either as duplicated
(dyad), or as dual-ported. Figure 4-3 shows the distinction more clearly:
computers
(standby or
workby)

1/0 BUS
Left

1/0 BUS
Right
standard,
duplicated 1/0
devices,
dedicated
·· spreader/voter

:-:-.•.·..

-·-

·.·,•-·.

·. ·.-:•.··.

dual-ported 1/0 devices,
integrated
voter/spreader,
close coupling between
channels require
separation

standard,
duplicated 1/0
devices,
spreader/voter
done by the
process

steel rod

Fig. 4-3. 1/0 Connection
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The three structures shown in figure 4-3 are typical for the 1/0 connection of a
dyad to a process. The upper connection uses standard 1/0 and dedicated
voters and spreader. These components are V- and A-blocks which must be
implemented with special care and are therefore quite costly.
The middle connection uses dual-ported 1/0 devices. This construction requires
that the 1/0 devices integrate the voter/spreader function, and this makes these
devices quite costly. This also means that these 1/0 devices will be produced in
smaller series since their cost is prohibitive for non-redundant applications. In
addition, the close coupling betwen the redundant channels requires that the 1/0
buses are separated galvanically, thereby increasing the costs. It seems that this
variant is not suited for general use, although it has been used for dual ported
disk controllers in several designs. We will therefore not consider it anymore.
The lower 1/0 connection in figure 4-3 is similar to the first, but lets the plant itself
do the voting/spreading. In this example, the input is provided by two different
tacho-generators. The output devices consists of two motors connected to a
steel rod. If one motor fails, its function can be taken over by the other, provided
the motor fails in a deenergized state. This condition requires that the output
devices are self-checking. It is tempting to delegate the voter/spreader function
as much as possible into the plant, but at one place, a single threaded
component arises (in this example the steel rod). This delegation can become
quite costly, since it involves duplication of parts of the plant.

4.5

BUSES AND TRANSMISSIONS

The classical structures used for improving integrity and persistency in local
networks and buses are used here. It is not necessary that workby dyads be
connected together by a workby bus: the operating mode of dyads is decoupled,
except for high integrity applications. To avoid running buses in workby - which
is rather cumbersome -, the self-checking capability of buses and transmission
links must be very high. Fortunately, this is cared of by rather simple means:
parity for short distances, CRC for long distances. A complete set of error
detecting codes is available today for each different media.
In this architecture, the protocol implemented by the highway will be PAR
(positive acknowledge and retry). One conversation takes place always on the
same bus, although a redundant bus may exist. A highway is declared as failed
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when a certain number of attempts failed. Then, the other highway is tried. The
choice of the highway is made by the bus controller at the reception.
Feeder buses are much simpler. There is no retransmission protocol since the
data is repeated automatically at each cycle. When a feeder bus fails, the
operations are retried on the other bus. The bus controllers must agree on which
bus to use. the selection of the transmitting bus is a critical element in the
architecture.

4.6

BALANCE OF THE REDUNDANT ARCHITECTURE

It was a goal of this work to define a structure which uses as little special
elements as possible. The proposed redundant process control architecture
operates mostly with standard elements. The new elements which have been
introduced specially for the purpose of redundancy are the transitions elements
(A-blocks, V-blocks, not shown in figure 4-2) and the synchronization and
update units for the C-nodes and expert stations. However, a basic requirement
emerges which affects all elements: self-checking.
Through the use of a workby dyad, it is possible to achieve high integrity with
standard elements without self-checking, since the error detection is not used by
the following V-block. But here also, self-checking is desirable for diagnostic
purposes (availability) and necessary to achieve high persistency (to choose the
correct channel).
So, even if there are cases in which it is not required, self-checking is a basic
. requirement appears throughout all the architecture. On the other hand, selfchecking is a requirement seldom found in standard elements, since it would
increase their price by about 50%. This is .still cheaper than triplication of nonself-checking elements, when one considers the additional connections and
voters required for 2/3 voting, but the impact on standard, non-redundant
elements is quite large and affects negatively the price structure of this
architecture.
In that respect, the expectations of this thesis are not met: the use of standard
elements (A-nodes) is limited to uncritical cases, but these elements can
nevertheless be integrated into this architecture.
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It is however believed that self-checking will impose itself in hardware design
like error detecting codes have imposed themselves in local networks and that
with time most standard elements will be self-checking. This trend is already
clear in mainframe computers.
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SELF-CHECKING BUILDING BLOCKS

The previous choice of self-checking units as a base for the redundancy concept
is valid under the assumption that the failure rate of the hardware added for fault
detection and fault isolation does not exceed half the failure rate of the functional
hardware. This chapter shows that this assumtion is realistic based on a typical
example, which is the design of a self-checking processor board. In addition, this
chapter contains design rules which should be followed in designing selfchecking units.

5.1 REQUIREMENTS
A fault-tolerant process control system is configured out of a family of building
blocks. To reduce costs, the majority of these blocks should be off-the-shelf
hardware and as few as possible fault-tolerance specific "glue" should be used.
Each block is a self-checking unit (SCU) capable of detecting its own errors and
certifying its output signal by appending redundant information to its output such
as a CRC, or by just remaining silent in case it cannot produce a meaningful
result (fail-stop behaviour). The success of self-checking is measured by its
coverage, i.e. the percentage of errors which can be detected within a useful
time. This coverage can only be determined by extensive testing, except in
linear arrays where information coding theory can be applied.
In principle, perfect self-checking (100% coverage) through duplication and
comparison requires full duplication of hardware. This would cause the
hardware expenses to be multiplied by four with respect to the non-redundant
case (a dyad would consist of two pairs of devices). Worse still, full duplication
not only affects costs, but also reliability. A dual, self-checking technique brings
only advantages with respect to TMR when the MTTF of the self-checking logic is
about double the MTTF of the functional logic (see Appendix A 1). Clearly, if
errors would be detected by duplication and comparison of processor boards,
this concept would be less advantageous with respect to reliability than TMR.
With respect to availability, it would be even worse, since repairs would occur
4/3 as often as for TMR.
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Therefore, every effort should be undertaken to reduce the complexity of selfchecking.
Fortunately, three aspects bring simplification:
•

self-checking need not be perfect in this concept. An SCU should provide
as high a coverage as technically feasible, but coverage needs not be
perfect for the redundancy concept to work, i.e. there are some errors which
will not be detected within a useful time. To achieve basic integrity, a "best
effort" system is sufficient. When high integrity is required, a pair of selfchecking units must be used. Then, higher expenses may be incurred.

•

self-checking can be achieved by plausibility redundancy which is cheaper
than functional redundancy. Full duplication costs an estimated 120% of
additional logic (duplication of the logic plus error code generation and
checking). Overall error detection by coding can be achieved with an
additional 40% in semiconductor memory, adding 7 Hamming bits for 32
bits of information plus the logic of the error code generator/checker
(ECG/C). Parity costs only about 20% additional logic (one parity bit per 8
bit plus ECG/C). In addition, it is even possible to achieve a higher degree
of fault detection by specializing the detection type than by straight
duplication and comparison which only provides a Hamming Distance of 2.

•

In many applications, the dependability goals are quite low and can be met
even with the crude error detection mechanisms provided by standard
boards, such as power supply check, watchdog timers and memory
protection through the memory management unit. If this coverage is
insufficient, one can change the critical boards by specially designed
boards with the same functionality, but a higher coverage, without
changing the overall concept.

The unreliability introduced by the checker circuits themselves must also be
considered. A fault in the checker can have two consequences: the checker may
indicate an error while there is none, or indicate no error when there is one. The
first case is benign and only reduces the reliability of the unit. The second case
presents an integrity problem which is not easy to solve. For that reason, the
probability of checker error must be considered in the design.
The working assumption is that the addition of self-checking in a typical board
only increases hardware expenses (and unreliability) by half that of the
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functional logic. This will be shown with a typical example. But first, some design
rules are considered
5.2 ADAPTING THE ERROR DETECTION TO THE LOGIC CHECKED

Self-checking must be adapted to the peculiarities of the functional logic it
checks to use as little hardware as possible and nevertheless achieve a high
coverage. The granularity of error detection, i.e. whether whole mainframes or
simple transistors are checked as a unit, is dictated by the properties of the
modules which are checked. In particular, error detection techniques are
particular to several classes of devices:
• ANCILLIARY LOGIC like a clock or power supply is protected specifically.
• PARALLEL BUSES and short serial buses are protected by parity.
• SERIAL BUSES like process highways are protected by CRC
• MEMORIES are protected by EDC-codes (Hamming) which can also
correct single errors.
• PROCESSORS and other complicated logic circuits are protected by
duplication and comparison.
In the following, the methods used in each device class are discussed.
5.3 TYPES OF ELEMENTS AND PROTECTION
5.3.1 Clock Generation and Protection

A failure of the clock is detected by a redundant clock. Typically, the clock is
guarded by two timers, which supervise respectively the upper and the lower
bound of the clock (figure 5-1 ).
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Fig. 5-1. Clock Protection

A failure in the clock causes a stop of operation until an external intervention
takes place. In fact, most errors will cause the clock to stop and the external
buffers to be passivated to realize fail-stop operation. To restore standard
operation, an initialization pulse must be sent to this circuit.
Note that this method is equivalent to a clock triplication. The difference is that
only one of the clocks needs to be highly accurate. It is assumed that the clock
will suffer a significant deviation when failing. A slow drift of the clock is here
considered as unlikely. If it would not be, then a quadruple crystal clock with
phase-locked loop synchronisation could be used, triplication is insufficient
[Smith 81 ].
5.3.2 Parallel Bus Protection
A parallel bus is divided into several sets of lines:
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address, data and command (ADC), which are carried by the INFOR MATION lines.
for instance: ADR<32 .. 01 >, DAT<15 .. 0>, WR, Byte/Word, etc. The
timing of these lines is defined by separate timing lines. Information
lines can easily be protected by parity.

•

timing lines such as clock or handshake lines
(e.g. Address Strobe, Data Strobe, Acknowledge). These lines cannot
be protected by parity, since their respective timing is undefined (by
definition). Protection of these lines could be achieved by doubling
them and accepting the signals only when the pair agrees. The
signals must then be generated by separate buffers. Although
sending these signals as an antivalent pair would improve error
detection, this is difficult when the lines are operated as opencollector lines which can be activated by several sources.
A cheaper way consists in detecting timing errors indirectly, by
monitoring the information transmitted. The bus interface logic does
protocol following anyhow and can detect incorrect sequences. There
should be no hole in the bus protocol which would allow a single error
to remain undetected. For instance, the protocol must care about
possible spurious glitches.

•

event lines like interrupt requests, power loss, etc.
These lines must be protected by duplication, since they have no
defined timing. However, the response to these lines should be made
in such a form that a spurious request can be forgiven. This,
unfortunately, is operating system dependent. If errors on these
signals are probable, the best way to solve this is to signal events
through a (parity protected) serial bus, like the IEEE P896 serial bus
[Kirrmann 81 ]. Although a serial bus is also subject to malfunctions, it
is far easier to guarantee that all errors are detected in a serial bus
than on a single line with no defined timing.
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5.3.3 Serial bus protection
The protection of serial data transmission is probably one of the best explored
topics in dependable computing. Several methods have been developed
according to the medium: telephone lines, satellite links, coaxial cables or fibres.
Most protection methods rely on appending an error detecting code to the
message, for instance a CRC, whose generator polynomial is tailored to the kind
of difficulties the message is likely to encounter (fading, bursts, inversion). HDLC
uses a 16-bit CRC which is however insufficient for process control applications.
Ethernet uses a 32-bit CRC, which is much too good [Funk 83].
Short serial transmission (up to 100 m) like RS 232 or short data links like
MIL-1553 [MIL 78] use parity. Parity is indeed sufficient when error rates are low
and noise does not occur in the form of bursts.
There is no special form of protection of the timing signals since serial links are
generally self-clocking.
5.3.4 Memory Protection
Semiconductor memory is best protected by a Hamming error
detection/correction code. Chips for this function are available today. The fact
that error correction is provided at the RAM level is not properly a fault-tolerance
feature. It can be viewed as a mean to increase the reliability of the parts.
Protecting the integrity of the stored data is however not sufficient: storing the
right data at the wrong location is worse than storing wrong data at the right
location, since address errors cannot be corrected. Since an address error is as
likely as a data error, the address should be checked. To this purpose, the code
is divided into a data part which allows error detection and correction and an
address part which detects address errors. One can take advantage of the fact
that 32-bit wide memories are usually protected by a 7-bit Hamming Code. With
7 Hamming Bits one can protect 57 data bits, and since the data is only 32-bit
wide, there remain 25 address bits which can be protected (but not corrected).
Reading and writing individual bytes requires however a Read-Modify-Writecycle on the whole 32-bit word, thereby slowing down memory operation. This
method has the interesting side effect that it can be used to detect uninitialized
variables (variables which are read, but have not been previously written into).
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5.3.5 Processor Protection
Complex pieces of logic, especially such parts which include internal sequential
and arithmetic operations, must be checked by duplication and comparison.
Figure 5-2 shows the principle scheme:
Unsynchronized Inputs
(e.g. Interrupt Requests)

Clock and
Synchronizer

Synchronized Inputs

Error

Timing

INPUTS

DATA

to the rest of the
system

MEMORY, 1/0, BUSES

Fig. 5-2. Principle of Duplication and Comparison
The piece of logic to be checked (the worker) is duplicated by an identical unit
(the co-worker) and both units are closely synchronized. The same input data is
applied to both units and since digital circuits are (should be) deterministic, this
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is sufficient to maintain both units - and their outputs -in the same state at all
times as long as no error occurs. Errors are detected by a fail-safe comparision
circuit connected to the outputs. The logic formed by co-worker and comparison
circuits is often refered to as the "checker". Some integrated circuits have
appeared on the market which can perform as worker or as checker depending
on the level applied to one pin, such as the Intel 432 and the AMO 29300
[Intel 82, Olson 86]. These circuits will be discussed in more detail in section
5.4.
Duplication and Comparison is based on the close synchronism of deterministic
units. Most complex integrated circuits like processors and controllers are built
with synchronous logic and close synchronism can be achieved by feeding both
units with the same clock and the same input signals. This is however not
sufficient, and a special unit, called the synchronizer, is required to guarantee
that both units receive the same data and timing signals.
The synchronizer's design is not trivial. Asynchronous signals like interrupt
requests, slave wait, slave ready or OMA request must be handled specially
because synchronizers suffer from metastability [DelCorso 86], [Beaston 86].
For replicated operation, it is not sufficient that the asynchronous signals reach
both processors at exactly the same time. Due to small differences in timing, one
unit may respond to them in one cycle and the other only in the next cycle. This
occurs especially when the signals coincide with the edge of the clock.
As an example, figure 5-3 shows the effect of false synchronization. The
processors are executing a main program whose instructions are numbered
[100, 101, 102, ... ] at the time an interrupt request occurs. Such an interrupt
request is typically sampled at the beginning of the last cycle of an instruction
(here the 2nd cycle) and an interrupt service routine [10, 11, 12, .. ] is entered by
the processor in response to it after the current instruction is finished. Now, if the
interrupt request occurs at the beginning of instruction 101, it may well be
recognized during instruction 101 by the worker and 102 by the checker. The
execution paths diverge and an error is detected.
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Fig. 5-3. Divergence of the Replicated Units after an Asynchronous Request.
In reality, the checker will not diverge from the master in the way figure 5-3
shows if the circuit is like figure 5-2. Since the master dictates which instruction
is fetched next, the checker will fetch the instruction addressed by the master,
regardless of its own address. But since its internal state could be affected that
way, a divergence is unavoidable.
It is therefore fundamental that all asynchronous signals have exactly the same
effect on both replicated halves. To this purpose, the synchronizing circuit which
exists in every processor must be again duplicated externally to ensure that the
signals are correctly sampled. Of course, if the processor has been designed
from the outset to support replicated operation, then the internal circuits will
synchronize correctly by leaving enough time for the processor to respond
(await decay of metastability). If off-the-shelf processors are used, then the
external signals must be synchonized, so they will be responded to exactly at
the same instruction.
The principle of such a synchronizing circuit is shown in figure 5-4: its principle
is that one expects that the first flip-flop remains in a defined state during the setup time of the second flip-flop. The probability that it behaves that way depends
on the flip-flop design, technology and manufacturing and on the clock interval
(see [Calco 86] for a list of references).
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Fig. 5-4. Synchronizer for Replication
Note that the data bus is not considered as part of the asynchronous input
signals. It is assumed that the input data are synchronous to the timing signals.
Input signals are not allowed to change while they are being read.
The design of the synchronization logic must be done after a careful analysis
and testing of the timing of the processor or controller involved. In the prototype
constructed to check the validity of these concepts and which was built with a
Z-80 processor, many uncertainities in the timing appeared, which would not
have affected normal operation, but raised error conditions unnecessarily.
The additional hardware required for self-checking through duplication and
comparison unfortunately exceeds 100%, since the logic must be duplicated in
addition to the comparators and the buffers.
Therefore, the use of duplication and comparison should be restricted. If one has
access to the technology of integrated circuit manufacturing, however, it
becomes attractive to build processors which do not detect errors by duplication
and comparison, but by coding. Unfortunately, these self-checking processors
and controllers still remain in the labs [Osseiran 85].
5.3.6 1/0 Controllers and Other Non-deterministic Elements

1/0 controllers are another source of non-determinism. Especially disk drives
and mechanical parts in general do not lend themselves to synchronization.
Since replication is for error detection purpose only , a check of the data integrity
is sufficient. This check is more than adecuately achieved today with special
Cyclic Redundancy Checks, which guarantee the integrity of the data flow. The
disk controller can then be doubled in the way figure 5-5 shows:
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Fig. 5-5. Duplicating a Disk Controller
In this drawing, the disk controller is checked by duplication and comparision.
Since the disc controller generates data which are internally protected, there is
no need to double-check them: one can trust that if an undetected error occurred
during the write operation, it will be detected at the latest during the read
operation. To reduce error latency, read-after-write may be used, but this is
application-dependent. Note that the checker is generating the parity bits. The
reason for this will be explained later.
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5.3. 7 Protecting the Checker
Although one may easily forget it, the checker itself must be checked. The selfchecking circuits must provide means to test the error detection circuits at
regular intervals to ensure that they are still working. This is analogous to
periodical testing of fire extinguishers in a building.
Whenever possible, the detection circuits should be built in self-testing (two-rail)
technique [Carter 72]. This technique allows to detect errors in the checker itself
at the price of a total duplication through complementary logic. Such a technique
is however more appropriate for the construction of integrated circuits than for
the on-line testing of already existing circuits [Osseiran 85].
Non self-checking circuits must be tested off-line by a periodical check task.
Concurrent checking of the checker is not possible since the checker must be
exercised with dummy faulty vectors. To check the checker, it must be possible
to introduce errors in the data lines under program control.
The optimum checking interval for non-self-checking circuits can be analytically
derived from the reliability goals. However, most designs implement selfchecking more often than needed, since it costs very little in computing time. A
reasonable figure in industry is to do the checking about once a minute.

5.4 LAYOUT AND PROTECTION OVERLAP
It is important that the precautions taken to detect errors be not defeated by a
single point of failure. For instance, two corresponding inputs of a comparator
drcuit could be tied together by a solder bridge. Some of these errors can be
detected by exercising the checker, others cannot.
Undetectable single points of failure appear when different error detection zones
exist within a system (board or computer). Information flowing from one zone to
the other could remain unprotected at the boundary. It is therefore very important
that the error detection zones OVERLAP.
The design principle which must be followed is that the validation chain should
not be broken until the information is again validated. The following figure 5-6
shows as an example a memory array protected by ECC whose data are
transmitted to a bus protected by parity. This example shows that parity for the
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bus should be generated directly from the original data bits and not from the
already corrected data path.
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Fig. 5-6. Data Validation Chain and the Protection Gap
As another bad example, consider a problem which arises with commercial
processors which are capable to operate in the worker/checker mode, like Intel's
iAPX 432 [INTEL 82] (figure 5-7):
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Fig. 5-7. Integrated Worker I Checker and the Protection Hole.
Although in principle a complete coverage is provided by duplication and
comparison, these devices .· create protection holes since their output data cannot
be validated. At least a parity output would be required, but control signals
coming from the checker should be made available also. Further, errors
occurring in the comparision logic may well remain undetected. This shows that
the introduction of a checker mode in a CPU is not of a panacea for error
detection, and that using a pair of standard CPU and additional logic can
provide more coverage.
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A last example of a protection gap is found in local area networks. These
transmissions are secured by a CRC. Often, the CRC used is overkill: IEEE 802
uses a 32-bit CRC and some manufacturers even offer protocols with HD ;;:: 6. It
is practically impossible for a transmission error to remain undetected. On the
other side, these same messages are stored without any error detection
mechanism in the message buffer of the sending or receiving processor. A
subsequent error due to a RAM fault would remain undetected. Since the
baseline protocol cannot be changed, it would be sensible to send an error
detection code suitable for memory storage along with the message, or at least
calculate the CRC on the data once it is in memory, encurring the remaining risk
that a memory cell toggles after it has been read.
Therefore, a correct design should care that the error confinement zones
overlap.

5.5 SELF-CHECKING PROCESSOR BOARD

Following the above principles, a complete self-checking processor board with
local memory has been designed (figure 5-8):
The board consists of the elements:
-clock and synchronizer
-processor
-RAM
-ROM

-bus interface
-random logic like power supply (not considered in figure 5-8).
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5.5.1 Clock
The crystal clock is protected by two guardian timers like figure 5-1 shows. A
clock failure activates the board error line and shuts down the bus interface for
write (the board can still receive messages for diagnostic).

5.5.2 Processor and Synchronizer
The processor is protected by duplication and comparison. A synchronizer
ensures that both units receive the same asynchronous signals. The validation
of the board internal paths is done by parity. Note that the parity is generated
using the CHECKER's outputs and not the worker's outputs. This is to ensure
that the validation chain overlaps.

5.5.3 ROM
The ROM consists of two halves, one containing the data and the other the parity
bits. ROMs are considered reliable enough so that bit errors will occur
· sufficiently seldom to preclude double errors before detection. If this were not the
case, one could use Hamming bits which are capable of detecting double and
correcting single errors. Since ROMs are usually 8-bit wide, no significant cost
difference would result, but the comparator would be more complex.
The data and the parity ROM are addressed separately one from the worker and
one from the checker to avoid common modes of error due to an incorrect
address (correct data at the incorrect address is undetectable since ROMs
consist of several chips).
Note how parity is checked: when the data is read from the DATA ROM, it is
passed to the worker and to the checker as input data. Parity is built on the input
data of the checker and compared with the parity bits stored in the Parity ROM.
That way, all the data path is included in the testing.

5.5.4 RAM
A similar detection circuit is used for RAM. Since spurious bit errors are common
in RAMs, a SEC+DED (Single Error Correction, and Double Error Detection)
Hamming Code is used. This code uses 7 check bits to protect 32 bits of data.
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As for the ROM, the data and Hamming bits are separated in different memory
banks, one accessed by the worker and the other by the checker. The correction
circuit is somewhat more complicated and requires two error code generators,
one for generation of the code and the other for data correction. The ECG in the
middle generates the Hamming bits out of the checker's outputs. These
Hamming bits are stored in the Hamming RAM. When reading the data, the
Hamming bits are read and fed to a second ECG, which uses them along with
the data bits to generate the syndrome. If a single error is detected, it is corrected
by the correction circuit and the data are sent to the worker over the data bus. At
the same time, these data reach the checker and are retransmitted to the first
ECG, which may compare them to the Hamming bits on the Hamming bus. This
way, the whole circuit is again checked. Errors in the Hamming bits will however
be flagged as fatal errors.
One can also protect the address additionally by making use of the following
property of Hamming codes: a 7-bit code can protect a 64-bit code word, i.e. 57
bits of useful data. A 32-bit word uses only 32 of these possibilities. There can
be up to 25 "blind" combinations which can be used to check the address as
well. Accordingly, the 25 lower address bits can be fed to the Hamming bit
generator which can then check them for errors. The usefulness of this method
must be traded off against the added complexity of the decoder (which must
have 5 inputs instead of three for each bit). Since the address is already
checked by addressing independently the data RAM and the Hamming RAM,
this method has not been applied in this design.
Finally, an error is most of the time reported when a memory location has been
read which has not been written into before. This is also correct, since it means
that the program is trying to read uninitialized variables: This scheme can
therefore detect software errors. It could be made more secure by letting the
processor or the memory controller write into every memory cell an invalid code
before starting operations.
5.5.5 Parallel Bus
The 8448 backplane bus has been designed to achieve a high coverage
[Kirrmann 83].
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There are 18 information lines, which are protected by two parity bits. One parity
bit protects the read/write data, and the other the command and arbitration field.
A master identity error can be detected by the parity bit.
The bus parity is generated by taking it from the parity bus, which is generated
by the checker. The same parity generator can be used for memory and for the
system bus.
The timing lines are protected indirectly. Spurious glitches on the data
acknowledge line could lead to void beats and cause some units to recognize
the data and others not. This situation is taken care of by a bus cycle counter
which inverts parity at each cycle. The event lines are not doubled, but have
been replaced by normal information cycles. The only exception is the INIT line
which is uncritical, since it can only be acted upon manually.
5.5.6 Checking the Checker

The parity generator / checker, the Hamming Generator / Checker and the bus
comparators are all critical elements which must be regularly checked.
The checking can be done very easily by implementing these devices in two-rail
logic. Such a two-rail implementation causes an increase of 100% in the
complexity of the checker, making this technique rather cumbersome to use
unless one has access to a gate array or custom IC manufacturing.
When two-rail logic is not appropriate, then the comparator must be connected
on both sides with an inverter rail so that each signal applied to it can be
inverted by an 1/0 instruction and the output of the checker read by another 1/0
instruction in the course of the periodic maintenance test. This solution also
increases the hardware expenses by about 100%, so it is reasonable to assume
that the complexity of the checker is increased by 100% because of selfchecking.
5.6 ERROR REPORT

One makes the difference betwen internal and external errors. External errors
are detected by a module, but do not originate in this module. Internal errors are
detected within a module. An example of external error would be a bus parity
error, while a RAM double error would be an internal error.
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When an internal error is detected, the unit just passivates itself and activates
the system error line (bootom of figure 5-8). This error information will be used
for activating the switchover unit and for initiating recovery of the failed part. The
actual operations during recovery are detailed in Chapter 6 in the case of the
C-node.
Basically, an external error which is detected on a bus must always be reported
to the current bus master, since this kind of error could be corrected by
retransmission. It is assumed that every bus master has sufficient intelligence to
handle such an error. A slave which detects a parity error simply does not react
to it. If a transfer is already started, such as a block transfer or read-modify-write,
the slave terminates the transfer.
A certain probability exists that the slave did the operation correctly, but the
master is informed of a bus error. Additionally, some bus transfers are not
repeatable. Among them are: read-modify-write operations, incremental
commands on peripherals. The bus interface must know in advance which
operations may not be repeated. Therefore, automatic retry for increased
reliability must be done with a certain intelligence on the part of the bus master.
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5. 7 ANALYSIS

The above self-checking processor board serves as a benchmark for the
concept. The following is the listing of the chips, considering only the reliability of
the major parts, expressed by their failure rate in fit (failure in trillion hours)
according to common industrial practice. The failure rates correspond to the
MIL-HDBK-217B for a benign environment. Even if one can argue about the
accuracy of MIL-HDBK, the interesting factor is not the absolute reliability, but
the proportion of unreliability introduced by self-checking. The self-checking of
the checker has been considered in the reliability of the parity generator and
interface circuits.
FUNCTIONAL PART
Clock
Processor iAPX 186
Buffers

400
5000

REDUNDANT PART
Clock guardian & synchro 200
Processor iAPX 186

5000

200

EPROM (2 · 27512)

12000

EPROM (1 · 27512)

6000

RAM 4 · (8K·8)

12000

RAM 1 · (8K · 8)

3000

ECG/C and Correction

600

ECG circuit
16-bit Buffer/Checker

Bus Interface
TOTAL FUNCTIONAL:

2000
32200

400
1000

Parity Generator

400

Parity Bus Interface

500

TOTAL REDUNDANT:

16500

Although this analysis is crude, it shows that the failure rate of the error detection
part is about half that of the functional logic. This is not as good as hoped, but
nevertheless sufficient to show that the initial assumption is reasonable and that
a dual solution is superior to a TMR one. If the whole board had been duplicated
for error detection purposes, no advantage would have resulted and a TMR
solution would have been preferable. The above figure will be improved when
self-checking elements will become available.
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Now, one factor which was not considered until now could affect the reliability
calculations, although its impact has not been estimated. A self-checking unit
has tendency to detect transient errors which would otherwise remain
undetected and which would not affect the processor's normal operation. For
instance, if a memory cell tilts spontaneously just before its value is overwritten
by a fresh value, this error will remain unnoticed. If an error detection circuit is
used which reads the old value before writing the new one (to detect address
errors), then the error will appear. Some sources affirm that 80% of the errors
which occur in digital computers are never noticed. Although this figure is
questionable, one can retain that the reliability of a self-checking circuit can
possibly be lower than what reliability theory predicts because of its coverage of
benign errors. This, however, does not affect its integrity.
It remains to be shown how the dual concept is implemented, and this will be the
subject of the next chapters.
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THE CLOSELY COUPLED C-NODE

The principles of operation outlined in chapter 3 and 4 will now be concretized
with an application. This chapter shows how self-checking units are grouped
into a closely coupled node, or C-node and how they operate as a network
node or as an expert station (figure 6-1 ).
6.1 HARDWARE STRUCTURE
CONTROLLER

A

CONTROLLER B

e.g.
terminals,
video
controller

processors

usu

1/0 BUS
controller

common
· memory

Update and
Synchronization
Unit

common
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1/0 BUS
controller

et------■t

0

FEEDER
BUS

.,

INPUT

Fig. 6-1. The C-node
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A C-node is a dyad consisting of two SCUs, which are identical computers. A
possible exception is that each computer may know its own identification ("left"
or "right") for maintenance and diagnostic purposes. Additional differences will
appear in some cases.
Each half-dyad is a multiprocessor having at least one processor. The
processors have access to a common memory and to common 1/0 devices
through a global bus. The 1/0 devices access the plant either directly or through
an 1/0 bus, for instance a cyclical 1/0 bus (Feeder Bus). The interface devices to
the sensors and actuators are preferably a pair of standard 1/0 devices
connected to a "V"-block (voter switch) or an "A"-block (spreader).
Both half-dyads are connected by a module called the USU (Update and
Synchronization Unit), which is a central element for fault-tolerance. The USU
performs the following functions:
• synchronize the execution of the half-dyads (SYNCHRONIZE)
• exchanges values between halves (MATCH)
• synchronize redundant tasks (FORK/JOIN)
• updates one unit by the other for unsynchronized operations (UPDATE)
• teach a unit after repair by the still working unit (TEACH).
Every operation related to fault-tolerance except self-checking relies on the
USU. Therefore, it is vital that a failure of the USU does not bring the dyad down.
This will be considered in the design of the USU.

6.2 C-NODE OPERATION

The same dual hardware configuration realizes indifferently high integrity or
persistancy, according to the application. The two half-dyads are run
concurrently. For high integrity, their results are continuously compared and the
output to the plant is stopped in case of discrepancy. For persistancy, an output
switch, like the one figure 6-1 shows, decides which half to use in case of
failure. In both cases, the decision to switch is taken by the devices connected to
the node, not by the node itself, according to the afore mentionned data-driven
philosophy.
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For normal operation, the node does not distinguish whether it is in high integrity
or in persistancy configuration. When an error is detected in high integrity mode,
service may only be resumed when both units are again operational, while in
persistancy mode, the node keeps on working with the remaining good unit until
the other is again operational. During that time, the system is sensitive to a
second error. If a second error occurs, fail-stop behaviour is nevertheless
provided, but its integrity is only that of the self-checking unit.
Although the half-dyads may contain several processors, the operation modes
are first described with a single processor. The generalization to multiple
processors brings no fundamental difficulties and will be discussed later. This
single processor may consists of a CPU, local memory and local 1/0 devices
having access to the process 1/0 and to a global memory through the global bus
to which the USU is connected (figure 6-2). These local devices will bring more
additional complexity than the presence of several processors on the common
bus.

local I / 0 data

SELF-CHECKING
PROCESSORS

4-

I_..,

parallel bus

parallel bus

usu

1/0

Memory

Memory

1/0

1/0
BUS R

1/0
BUSL

global process I / 0

'

Fig. 6-2. Single Processor C-Node
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The operation of the C-node is now introduced. They will be described in more
detail in the following sections, but already, references to the figures appear.
The C-node is operating in one of the following five modes:
•

SYNCHRONIZE: both left and right unit are operated synchronously. Their
execution is symmetrical. As long as no fault develops, they reach the
same state at the same time. The USU is responsible for synchronizing the
executions (figure 6~3). It does so by comparing the information written in
the global bus by each half-dyad and halting the first unit to send until the
second presents the same information. At the same time, this method is
used to dete~t errors which appear as differences between the units. The
synchronous mode is the most general operating mode and the one the
node should ideany remain in all of the time. This mode is completely
software-transparent.

•

MATCH: this mode is used when dealing with inputs which can yield a nondeterministic data or timing result. Although the read operations are
synchronous and appear on the bus at the same time, the data may differ.
This is for instance the case when a temperature is read by duplicated
sensors, each one being connected to one half-dyad. To reach a
consensus value, each half reads the value sent by the other half and
builds a consensus value. The operation is in principle still synchronous as
in the synchronize mode, but the redundant 1/0 devices are attributed
different addresses. The USU transfers the value read from one bus to the
other bus (see figure 6-7). High integrity is still maintained in this operation
mode, which is not software transparent, but nevertheless can be hidden
from the application.

•

FORK/JOIN: this mode is used when dealing with input/ output operations
with a non-deterministic timing character like disk access. Both halves
agree to give up synchronism for a while by an explicit call to the USU. The
non-deterministic operation is then undertook by both units. One of the
units takes the lead and actualizes the other (figure 6-8). Afterwards,
synchronism is restoreq . .In high integrity mode, both units complete the
operation and match their results before consuming them. In persistancy
mode, time is gained by letting the first unit to complete the operation
update the other. This mode is strongly application-dependent and should
be avoided when possible.
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TEACH: Teaching is used to reintegrate a unit which has been repaired or
has overcome a transient fault. The contents of the global memory of the
working half (teacher) are copied to the other side (pupil). Since the
application cannot be stopped for the copying, a background task executed
on the teacher reads one memory cell after the other. The USU copies
every data item which is been read or written on the bus to the other half.
When the copy is terminated, the pupil is started in synchronism by an
interrupt request and tracks the teacher's execution until every ·part of its
local memory is updated. The pupil does not respond to events.

•

INDEPENDENT: the two units are operated independently. One or the
other but not both is connected to the I/ 0 devices. Some communication
over the USU is possible between the units, treating it as a- dual-port
memory access. This mode is used in persistancy configuration to keep on
with the remaining unit. The other unit can now be repaired and
reintegrated. This mode also allows to try a new version of the software on
one node, and switch back to the old version if further study is required.

The first three modes, "synchronize", "match" and "fork/join" correspond to the
normal, redundant operation. High integrity can be maintained in the
"synchronize", in the "match" modes (workby), and with some precautions in the
"fork-and-join" (standby) mode. The "teach" and "independent" modes appear in
a situation where redundancy is lost and recovery is attempted. These three
situations, workby, standby and recovery, are considered separately in the
following.

6.3 WORKBY MODE
6.3.1 Operation

In workby mode, the processors Land R are executing the same program at the
same time, they should therefore remain in exactly the same state. In partic1.Jlar,
the data they send over the bus should be identical. A discrepancy signals an
error and switches off the node in high integrity mode, or initiates a diag~ostic
procedure to select the good unit in persistancy mode.
Synchronization must be maintained in spite of:
•

clock differences

6-6
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•

data undeterminism

•

timing undeterminism (events, interrupt requests, OMA requests)

These synchronization types are considered individually, assuming that no
connection except the USU exists between the halves.
6.3.2 Synchronization in Spite of Clock Drift

The synchronization in spite of clock drift is fundamental for all operations.
Ideally, the node should be in exact synchronism and symmetry (synchronous
mode). This is symbolized in figure 6-3 by the coupled clock-wise circles in the
processors:
local events

• ------------ ►
correlated

local events

WORKER

WORKER

usu
(synchronizing)

usu

M

1/0

1/0

M

global events
(correlated)
◄-

--------- ►

Fig. 6-3. Synchronize Mode

It is not necessary that both SCU receive the same clock, on the contrary, this
would introduce a single point of failure in the design. The clocks need only be
approximatly matched, for instance derived from crystals with the same
frequency. Each clock however must be guarded, i.e. there is a monitor clock
which shuts it down if it drifts too much in one sense or the other, as has been
shown in chapter 5. This is consistent with the self-checking philosophy followed
for all units.
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The processors are synchronized by implementing a symmetrical rendez-vous:
at reaching a particular instruction, a processor sends a signal to its co-worker,
and then waits for its co-worker's response. If the co-worker already reached this
point and sent the signal, then the processor keeps on immediatly, releasing the
other at the same time. If no response appears, a time-out elapses and the
processor is allowed to keep on. An error signal from the other processor
disables the time-out, so the failure of its co-worker will not slow down a
processor (figure 6-4).
Left Unit

r- - - -

Right Unit

local operation

local operation

start
time-out

start
time-out

send
signal to right

send
signal to left

wait on
signal from right
or time-out

wait on
signal from left
or time-out

next
local operation

next
local operation

Fig. 6-4. Synchronisation by Rendez-Vous

We will find a similar rendez-vous later in the JOIN operation, which will take
place at the task and not at the bus cycle level. The USU synchronizes the halfnodes by using the handshake mechanism on the global buses L and R, taking
each write/read or output/input cycle as a synchronization point.
The first processor to write (output) or read (input) a data on the global bus is
halted until the second processor reaches that place. The synchronization is
easily done by taking advantage of a broadcast bus protocol. In a parallel bus
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which supports broadcast data transfers, a data item is not acknowledged by the
first device which sees the data, but by the last. The basic broadcast protocol of
the bus is shown in figure 6-5:
WRITE
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CYCLE

INFO 1
~ ~50

INFO2

ns.i

STROBE*
(master)

ACK*

_ _ _l',J _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ , ,
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~
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I •
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----------..T-,1
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(slave and listeners)

iI \ _I ~ - - - - .
I

slave :
handshake

!4

I
, listerner
......._______,_:---....,., handshake

►:

Fig. 6-5. Broadcast Protocol for Write and Read
This protocol has been implemented and tested on the 8448 backplane bus. It is
used in a modified form on the IEEE's FutureBus P896. All bus lines are active
low, open-collector. The star after a signal name means that this signal performs
the function asociated with its name when it is in the "LOW" state.
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On a write cycle, the data is sent by the master, and validated by STROBE*
(Information Strobe). All slaves which are addressed respond to STROBE* by
activating the REPLY* (Write or Read Acknowledge) line. This line is brought
down by the first slave which responds. When the master senses REPLY* low, it
retires STROBE*, but not the data. The slaves which have read the data may
now retire their REPLY*, but REPLY* will only return to "HIGH" when the slowest
slave retires its REPLY*. Only then may the master retire the data and start a
new cycle.
This mechanism can be used to slow down the fastest half. At each write cycle,
the USU acts as a slow slave and maintains REPLY* low until the same write
data appears on the other side.
The operation is similar on a read cycle, with the difference that the USU
maintains STROBE* low to slow down the slave. The read data could in
principle be compared, but this is not always possible. Both for the read or the
write case, the data should not be allowed to change while waiting.
The question is whether it makes more sense to synchronize on the read or on
the write cycles. In principle, write synchronization is easier from the point of
view of the protocol. Write synchronisation maintains the processor's instruction
flows close to each other, but since the clocks are crystal-controlled, there is little
drift. Write synchronization is mainly important for down-stream devices such as
V-blocks which compares the received data. Read synchronization is
sometimes a problem when trying to read non-deterministic data. This will be
considered in the next subsection.
One should finally remain aware that the bus synchronization does not ensure
synchronization WITHIN the processors. During the time the CPU accesses its
local memory or local 1/0, there is no synchronization with the outside world and
the clocks may slip slightly. However, there can be a strong asynchronity if, due
to a small clock slip, the execution paths of the replicated unit diverge. This will
be considered now.
6.3.3 Synchronization in Spite of Data Non-Determinism
When a processor executes an operation with non-deterministic (ND) properties,
the execution may diverge since both halves may end up with different results.
The following causes of non-determinism are considered:
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1) logical data ND: such operations are typified by the bus arbitration, whose
decision depends on timing relationships which may differ from one unit to
the other.
2) physical data ND: such operations like polling a peripheral, especially
when electromechanical and analog devices are included, are nondeterministic. As a typical case, the access to disk drives is ND because the
disk rotations cannot be synchronized and the read head will be at a
random place over the track.
3) recovered errors: there is a probability that one unit suffers an error, such
as a bus error, and corrects it automatically. Recovery is often implemented
within the processor or bus controller today. The other unit must then wait
for the first unit to correct its error.
6.3.3.1

Logic ND: Arbitration Synchronization

An arbitration is by definition a non-deterministic element, since it makes a
choice based on a first-come, first-served basis. Classical arbitration schemes
like daisy-chains present a problem since it is not possible to know which device
won the arbitration just by looking at the bus. In fact, on a VME-bus for instance,
only the winner of the arbitration knowns that it has been selected, and no other
device can tell the winner from the bus signals.
The USU should however know about it so as to avoid that both halves keep on
with different masters.
A solution can be found by using a bus which indicates clearly the identity of the
arbitration winner on a separate set of lines like 8448, P896 or Multibus II (fig.
6-6).
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Fig. 6-6. USU - Arbitration Cancel-Until-Agree
In such buses, the USU receives the arbitration signals from both buses. Since
the master's ID is used as a unique ID to resolve the arbitration, the identity of
the winner appears on the arbitration lines. If the USU detects that the arbitration
resulted in different masters, it must have a way to cancel the arbitration. On
8448, the USU cancels the arbitration by sending a "Bus Window" (BW*) signal
which restarts the arbiter. Since this case is very seldom and recovery lasts only
a few microseconds, it presents no discontinuity problem for the application.
It is mandatory that other devices be allowed to join in the arbitration after the
USU cancelled it or else restarting the arbiter will yield the same result. Allowing
new participants may cause a second cancellation or even a cascade of
cancellations, but at each step the probability decreases, and since the number
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of devices is limited, it will come to an end. Repeated "cancel-until-agree"
compensates the effects of logical ND (ND of digital origin).
6.3.3.2

Physical Data ND

It is possible that the data read by one half differ from data read by the other half.
This is often the case when reading peripherals. If a read operation may return a
ND value, then it is necessary to match the values to maintain synchronism.
For instance, if one half-dyad reads a temperature of 99.9 degrees and the
other 100.1, it is necessary that both halves continue with the same value.
The only exception would be a completely continous control. But the simple
presence of a value-dependent branch like:
IF (Temperature> 100) THEN ...
makes the executions diverge and synchronism cannot be maintained.
To avoid a data-dependent divergence, it is mandatory that both halves keep on
with the same consensus value.
There are two sources of ND data which should be handled separately:
1) global ND data: these data are read in synchronism by both halves over
the global bus. Their values are therefore known to the USU.
2) local ND data: these data are read on the processor board. Their value is
not automatically communicated to the global bus and the USU.
6.3.3.2.1 Global ND Data

Let's consider the first case of global data: the data is read from the peripheral
over the global bus connected to the USU. When both values agree, the USU keeps on normally. When the data disagree, a consensus value must be found.
The ideal would be to let the USU modify the incoming data to produce a
consensus value, for instance by construction of the median value and
substitution on the bus, but this is unfortunately not the only meaningful
matching operation possible:
For instance, digital signals know no median value (one channel says
"open", the other says "closed"). In this case, one can read a vector and
only consider the values which are active in both reads. Alternatively, one
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can examine the previous value to take a meaningful decision: if the
difference only comes because of a synchronization slip, then the two
values should agree in the next sample (which may take place some 1O ms
later). On the other hand, it may not be a wise decision to maintain the bus
blocked for 1O ms to match the inputs simply because the USU is in charge
of doing the matching.
There are two alternatives here: either to make the USU sufficiently intelligent to
recognize the algorithm to be followed for each variable, or to leave the
matching to the application software.
The first alternate would be in principle software transparent. It requires however
that the USU receives an associative memory to recognize the data and the way
to match them and that this memory be loaded at configuration time by an
application dependent program. Therefore, the argument of software
transparency is mooth. The application program will have to do the matching.
And unfortunately, this will not be the only application dependent matching in
this concept. To restore some application independence, matching the inputs
should be left to the 1/0 driver. If the readings can be properly encapsulated,
then software transparency is restored at the application level.
Matching by any other unit than the USU introduces necessarily an assymetry in
the operation. This assymetry can be maintained small by the following
technique (figure 6-7):
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Fig. 6-7. Match Mode
The ND data is read from two redundant devices, Input I' and Input I". If the data
were deterministic, both input devices should yield the same value when read. A
hardware assymetry is introduced by giving to the redundant devices a
DIFFERENT ADDRESS in each half. The processors now access Input' and
Input" one after the other, as if they were two different peripherals on its own
global bus, each one with its own address.
The USU could be equipped with an address decoder which recognizes both
addresses, and distinguishes which one is on which bus. When the USU
recognizes that the device accessed does not exist on the bus of the reading
processor, it submits it from the other bus. The processor now perform matching
between the two received input data according to the ·peculiarities of the
application.
The complexity of the address decoder of the USU could however be quite high
since it must contain a table of all ND devices. Further, this table must be loaded
at configuration time, according to configuration information which is scattered
all over the application program. This decoder and configuration step is avoided
by letting the USU automatically supply the data from the other bus when one
bus is not responding, for instance after a time-out delay, provided the address
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is the same on both buses, of course. This method has the additional advantage
that an unexpected failure of any device can automatically be survived.
This is the first time that an explicit software dependency appears in this
concept. All previous operations: self-checking, synchronization, were
completely software-transparent. Now, the software must distinguish variables it
expects to be deterministic and variables it expects not to be. The configurator
must attribute different addresses to redundant devices. If the automatic read
substitution is not implemented, the address table must be loaded into the USU
at configuration time. Therefore, application dependence cannot be avoided. To
restore software transparency, the reading of _
ND data should be encapsulated
into an ND-driver module, which is responsible for matching at the lowest level.
The question is however whether this operating mode does not breach high
integrity. The same data, which may be false, is now used by both halves. In fact,
such a discrepancy cannot be distinguished from a fault in the input device.
The really bad case is that of an error in the USU itself: it could transmit to the
other bus a value different from the value read from the responding input device.
In this case, the only remaining protection is the data parity on bus. To avoid this
case, the data read from the USU from one bus should be read back again over
the other link and compared with the first. This can be done simply by letting
both halves write the received value on the bus. Since by construction the USU
separates both paths, there is no "byzantine" problem [Lamport 80]. One can
therefore admit that the USU does not limit the integrity of the C-node.
6.3.3.2.2 Local ND Data

Local ND data is read locally from a peripheral device located on the processor
board. Its value will hence not appear on the global bus. Nevertheless, it is
mandatory that the data read be communicated to the other unit for matching, i.e.
it must be made available to the USU. This can only be done by the application
program, except if every peripheral access is made available to the USU. Such
an undiscriminate approach would unnecessarily load the bus. The obvious
solution is to transform a local ND data read into a global ND data read.
Reading a local ND data involves the following steps:
1) both processors read the ND variable with the same instruction at about the
same time (they are not in instruction synchronism). They are not allowed
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to consume that variable, i.e. to use it in computations. The value is written
back into a pseudo-peripheral register on the processor board.
2) both processors read now the value of the other half by accessing the
global bus, as if they were reading the second value from a global
peripheral device. One processor receives its own value again, and the
other the value of the other half.
3) this operation is repeated with the other peripheral address.
4) each processor computes on its side the consensus value. Since the
consensus algorithm is the same, they should end up with the same result.
5) as a matter of checking, they both write their value on the bus, and let the
USU check if they are identical.
6.3.3.3 · Data Errors ND
Errors introduce data non-determinism even in those data which are normally
deterministic. The error handling must strongly distinguish whether the error
originated in the module itself, or whether it is imported, i.e. read from an
erroneous device.
Automatic recovery within a SCU is in principle not foreseen. If an error occurs
within a SCU, the normal recovery procedure is invoked but the SCU does not
try to fix it by itself, except in the well-defined case of a RAM single bit correction.
One problem is that some processors today are capable of error recovery
beyond the programmer's intervention. For instance, some processors disable
automatically their caches when this unit is not working properly, but continue
operation at a slower pace, such as in DEC's VAX computers [Siewiorek 82].
This case will not be considered although it can be rather cumbersome in
pratice. Whether the slower pace is acceptable or not depends on the
application, and the decision to keep on or stop must be made at the application
level.
When receiving data from peripheral devices, transmission errors are possible.
As long as they are recognized as such, they can be easily corrected. The
consensus algorithm can discard the faulty value if it is informed that it is faulty.
Therefore, when passing the data to the neighbour, there should be an
additional "invalid" sign which indicates that the data received by that half is
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considered invalid ("X"-data). If no special data line is available, one can assign
one particular value, such as a word filled with all "1 "'s (2's complement -1) to
signal the "invalid" sign, so the other unit knows that it should ignore it.
6.3.4 Maintaining Synchronism in Spite of Timing ND
While data non-determinism requires some assymetry in the operation, the
assymetry introduced by timing non-determinism is far greater. ND events can
be of two origins: local and global.
• LOCAL EVENTS are caused by devices located on the processor board,
such as SIO (serial 1/0), PIO (parallel 1/0) or disk controllers which sent out
interrupts or OMA requests. These devices have no direct access to the
parallel bus and thus cannot be monitored by the USU. Further, the
interrupt time is generally undeterministic: for instance, if a disk access is
started exactly at the same time on both halves, the delay between the two
corresponding interrupts depends on the position of the disk heads and
may exceed several hundred microseconds.
• GLOBAL EVENTS are messages such as interrupt requests sent by
processors or peripherals over the backplane bus. These asynchronous
requests are visible to the USU. Other bus activities may also trigger
interrupts, like bus error or power fail.
It is very important that both half-dyads respond to events exactly at the same
instruction although they may notice the event in different instructions. A similar
requirement was encountered in Chapter 5 when operating a CPU in a
worker/checker mode. It was solved by applying the interrupt signal first to a
synchronizer and from there simultaneously to the worker and the checker. This
was feasible since worker and checker are driven by the same clock and
because there was only one interrupt source. Direct synchronization of these
events with a synchronizer as done in the self-checking units is not possible
between dyads: the events do not appear at the same time in both halves. One
cannot even rely on an approximate matching since the events originate from
different sources. Further there is no other connection except the USU between
the units. Therefore, a different solution must be sought.
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Event Matching

Independently of how events occur, they may appear in one half or the other
with a significant time difference. The important point is that these events are
recognized at the same instruction by both halves to maintain synchronism. The
ideal would be to leave event detection to an independent unit in charge of
recognizing them and interrupting the processors. However, such a unit would
complicate unnecessarily the processor boards or the USU, depending on
where it is located.
In this scheme, an event may be recognized by one half earlier than by the
other, resulting in a short disruption of synchronism. The important point is that
such a disruption be not allowed to interferon the program flow until the event is
matched by both units.
This matching follows different rules, according to the operating mode:
• Synchronous Event Matching: an event is only recognized if it occurs in
both halves. This presumes that events relate to patient operations, and
that not responding to an interrupt will not result in an input buffer overflow
or output buffer underflow. Such an operation is mandatory in high-integrity
mode.
• Asynchronous Event Matching: an event is recognized immediatly by the
CPU to which it is transmitted. The other unit is informed of the interrupt
response, and remains idle from that moment on. The first unit completes
the interrupt response and actualizes the other unit by updating it.
• Separate Event Response: the units separate and respond each one to its
own interrupt. This mode implies that responding to an event has no sideeffects on the interrupted program, i.e. its result should be entirely
encapsulated in the 1/0 driver until a suitable synchronization point is
found. At that point, results must be matched.
6.3.4.2

Polled Events

The easiest way to synchronize events is to forbid them to infer asynchronously
on the execution path of the processor. That is, interrupts are not allowed
anymore. Although one is used today to the notions of events interrupting a
processor, this method serves only the purpose of multiplexing a processor
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among several tasks. If there were one processor per started task, there would
be no need for interrupts. Interrupts as a means to react to urgent requests like
servicing tape units can be replaced by buffering the data and by using
integrated peripheral controllers.
Therefore, a computer can be designed in which events do not interrupt a
processor, but are polled regularly. The events are stored in an event register, a
kind of programmable interrupt controller, occupying one bit per event type. This
event register is read by the processors at determined points in the execution,
always at the same instruction. The event vector is considered as a global ND
data. The interrupt routine performs then a matching between them according to
one of the above rules.
This method has one big advantage: simplicity. The disadvantage is that there
must be some special places in the code where the interrupt vectors are read. It
is easy to find such places when the node is operated cyclically, such as in
expert nodes programmed in a functional block language: one can implant an
event poll point after each cycle, for instance.
When using procedural languages and tasks, there are no timing equidistant
points where to implant the event polling. It is not possible to realize it with a
real-time clock, since a real-time clock is itself an event which must be
synchronized. An interesting solution which has been described in [Jung 83] can
be applied here:
All interrupt requests to a CPU are masked with one exception, which is the nonmaskable interrupt (NMI). Interrupt requests are stored in an event register.
There is a counter attached to each CPU which is incremented by each bus
access of the CPU, for instance by each address strobe (AS*) pulse. The
counters in both halves are reset by the same reset pulse. When the counters
reaches a certain value, they create a non-maskable interrupt to their CPU. Both
NMI are not time-synchronous , but instruction-synchronous. The CPU sample
now the event vector and treats it like above with the cyclic interrupt ,
communicating to the other half for matching.
The Jung method has the disadvantage that the interrupt latency depends on
the size of the instruction counter. Each reading of the event counter involves an
interrupt response (saving and restoring of the PC and some registers) , an
access to the global bus and an event vector matching, and this , even when
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there is no event present (even when a processor recognizes no event, it must
assume that the other could have received one and must do the matching).
Since taking an event poll point is costly in time, it must not be done too often.
Jung assumes about 1 ms as a typical interval.
6.3.4.3

Synchronizing Global Events

There are cases in which events cannot be polled in the way indicated in the last
paragraph. Many systems used in process control rely on commercial timesharing operating systems like RSX-11 or VMS, although they were not
originally foreseen for this application.
Global events appear as bus signals. In some buses like VME, the events are
transmitted by dedicated interrupt request lines. In other buses like FutureBus,
Multibus II or 8448, interrupts are sent by standard write cycles on the bus or
take the form of messages sent by one processor to another [Kirrmann 85a].
One class of event messages is generated by a processor in a multiprocessor
system, for instance with the objective of letting another processor execute a
different task (redispatch) or to let it stop a certain process (deactivate). In this
case, the source of these events is a pair of synchronized processors, and both
halves send the global event at the same time. The USU can then synchronize
them without problem.
The other class of events stems from unsynchronized peripheral devices, which
use the bus to transmit a service request. The problem is that the USU will not
accept this request for two reasons:
1) at the arbitration level, it will sense a different winner on both sides and
cancel the transmission
2) at the data transfer level it will be unable to match it.
Therefore, it is necessary that the 1/0 devices be synchronized by polled events
the same way as the internal events. Every now and then, they access the bus to
signal their interrupt status. The USU ignores the discrepancies between right
and left half.
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Synchronizing Local Events

Local events cannot be synchronized the same way as global events since their
order of arrival and delay is unknown and may well stretch itself over several
counter periods. Communicating the first interrupt to the other half does not
make much sense since the other half may not yet be ready.
To maintain synchronism, there is only one way: wait until both interrupts are
present.
To this purpose, it is necessary to introduce unsynchronized cycles on the bus.
Such cycles are signalled as such. When the USU senses one of these cycles, it
does not try to synchronize this cycle with the other half, but rather stores the
value transmitted in its interrupt register.
Another approach, followed by Parallel [Pine 84] and Stratus [Freiburghouse
82], is to give up synchronism when doing 1/0. This however does not help much
in high integrity systems which rely on synchronism to detect errors. This will be
discussed in the next subsection.

6.3.5

Fork/Join Operation

The fork/join operation is the last of the workby operations, but in reality, it does
not belong anymore to the pure workby mode.
In this mode, both halves agree to give up synchronism while the 1/0 operation
they started completes. Therefore, it is necessary to extend the USU by a control
register which permits a processor to disable it for a period of time. In
persistency mode, the first unit to complete the call transmits the results to the
other. The phase during which one unit executes the work and delivers its
results to the other unit is called the update mode
In high-integrity mode, both units must complete the call before they are allowed
to keep on. Then, their results must be matched before the outputs are enabled
again. During the update phase, the synchronism is not maintained.
Fork/Join for persistency consists of the phases: fork - update - join.
In high-integrity operation, the phases are: fork, update, update, match - join.
According to the principle of down-stream checking, the USU has no central role
in fault detection. The only way the USU can check the integrity is by comparing
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output commands, but this is not required. Rather, the logic at the end of the 1/0
buses is responsible for detecting any discrepancy between the channels.
Therefore, the loss of synchronism is not tragic, but during the unsynchronized
time, no data output to the outer world will be accepted. The update mode is
symbolized by the figure 6-8:
local events

local events

•-------------------►

WORKER

unsynchronized

8

STANDBY

idle
p

usu
(updating)

M

1/0

1/0

M

independent I / 0
operation

Fig. 6-8. Update Mode
6.4 RECOVERY AND NON-REDUNDANT PROCEDURES
6.4.1 Recovery

This section considers the steps to be undertaken once an error is detected.
Redundancy is lost when one or both halves or the USU fail. Once an error is
detected, it is signalled to the down-stream devices by denying the validation or
remaining quiet. According to the operating mode (integrity or persistancy),
operation is continued on the other device or the process is switched to its safe
side (if it has one).
Since 90% of the errors are transient, it should be possible to restore the
function of the faulty unit within a short time by automatic rather than by manual
recovery. If the error originated from a faulty memory location, for instance, then
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one can correct it by using the redundant coding information. This is not properly
a recovery, since the error is completely masked.
Recovery is attempted when a unit is declared as failed, for instance when an
error in the CPU is signalled. In that case, the unit is passivated toward the
outputs, i.e. its 1/0 connection to the process is diabled by the same error signal,
which remains until reset.
The faulty SCU is reset, with the result that the error signal disappears. But the
1/0 devices are not enabled yet since they must be explicitely enabled. In high
integrity mode, these outputs would anyhow not be considered unless they
match their counterpart. The CPU executes a diagnostic program to check itself,
then the memory and all 1/0 devices it can. If no further error is detected, then the
SCU can try to copy the state of the other unit to itself. This operation requires
the cooperation of the other unit and is called "teaching".

6.4.2 Teaching
Teaching a reintegrated unit by copying the contents of the working unit's
memory presents some difficulty, since the data copied is varying, i.e. the
working unit can modify the primary copy after the value has already been
transfered to the pupil unit. Some solutions use memory tagging to distinguish
copied items from items which have not yet been copied, others use address
comparators.
One elegant method is used in Ericcson's AXE-1 O computer [Ossfeld 80]. It is
particularly well adapted to the USU's and 8448 capabilities.
Initially, both the teacher and the pupil CPU are put in the same state by an
interrupt request. The interrupt routine can just be a dummy or execute only
some initialization work. Execution returns immediatly to the interrupted
program.
The working unit executes normally, reading from and writing to its own memory.
The pupil unit executes in close synchronism with the teacher, and writes to its
own memory. However, on read cycles, the USU substitutes the data of the
pupil's memory by the contents of the teacher's memory through the USU. This
ensures that the internal states of the pupil and the teacher remain identical.
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The teacher runs as a task in the background a dump routine which reads and
writes back every memory cell. This way, the contents of the teacher's memory
are copied to the pupil's memory, regardless of how often the background
routine is interrupted. The teaching is finished when the background routine has
copied the last byte of information. Then synchronism is restored by a rendezvous operation. This method is symbolized in figure 6-9:
local events

local events
(ignored)
unsynchronized

WORKER

WORKER

usu
(teaching)

M

1/0

1/0

M

active

input ignored

read
disabled

Fig. 6-9. Teaching Mode
It is necessary to let the pupil processor execute by itself the write cycles, or it
will not be possible to synchronize the units exactly. The write information can
and must be compared to detect a second error during teaching.
This "high-level" rendez-vous is different from the "low-level" rendez-vous
operation depicted in figure 6-4 which was required for simple synchronism.
There exist now three kinds of synchronization in the C-node: the bus
synchronization, the join/fok synchronization and the teaching synchronization.

6.5 EXTENSION TO MULTIPLE PROCESSORS

The extension of this scheme to a multiprocessor system is quite easy once the
node bus possess an identification of the current bus master.
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The parallel execution of several processors is strictly synchronized by their
accesses to the global bus. If necessary, the USU may cancel the arbitration to
prevent a false synchronization. ·
The only problem arises when some units operate in Update Mode
(unsynchronized). The accesses to the global bus are assymetrical, but other
units may still work in synchronism. For this reason, the USU must decide to
supervise synchronism based on the identity of the master, which is sent along
with the bus data.
The disable/enable of synchronism is done in function of the identity of the
current bus master, i.e. there is a register within the USU which has one bit set
for every processor in the USU, and which tells whether this unit is in
synchronism or not. Since the 8448 only supports 32 potential masters, this
does not present a large effort.
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CONCLUSION

It is possible to realize a modular, fault-tolerant architecture for process control out
of a family of building bricks, which are basically self-checking units.
Four levels of dependability are implemented: high integrity, persistency, basic
integrity and non-redundancy. Parts implementing these different functions can be
integrated within the same proces control system. Persistency is implemented by
letting a pair of self-checking units operate as a dyad. High integrity operation
dictates that the redundancy within the dyad be maintained by workby.
Workby is in principle a universal solution which makes fault-tolerance invisible to
the application software. Unfortunately, this ideal cannot be achieved in practice
because of data and timing non-determinism.
Data non-determinism is best handled explicitely by the operating system's
peripheral drivers, since the most appropriate decision is depending on the
intended function of the non-deterministic elements. A slight assymetry in the
dyad's operation cannot be avoided.
Timing non-determinism in task-oriented system presents a major hurdle. At some
point, it is preferable to abandon synchronism and maintain redundancy by standby
(state copies).
Standby sparing should be used when a high degree of reliability decoupling is
required. Further it should be regarded as a complementary rather than a
concurrent approach to workby: workby ensures that the basic operation of the
machine is correct. Standby sparing builds on it and can intelligently introduce
redundancy at the application level, without caring about the catastrophic case of a
complete hardware failure such as a memory wipe-out.
This thesis shows that workby is the way to go, whenever this is possible. Worby
elements are easier and cheaper to implement than generally admitted and nondeterminism can be overcome in most common cases.
This thesis contains design hints for the construction of self-checking units, the
design of a redundant C-node and a general strategy to follow in the design of a
dependable process control system.
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Dual Self-Checking versus 2/3 Voting

Persistency against hardware faults requires that the functional hardware be at
least doubled. Tha present architecture relies on a pair of self-checking units
(dyad) rather than on a triplet of units (triad) with 2/3 voting (TMR). The candidate
architectures are shown in figure A 1-1:

SYNC

2/3 Voting

Dual Workby

Fig. A1-1. TMR vs. DWB

TMR (triple modular redundancy), also called 2/3 voting, seems a logical choice
for implementing industrial control systems. Many industrial process control
systems such as August Systems' A300 or Brown Boveri's LZB are built with
TMR. In TMR, three units execute the same work at the same time. If no error is
present, all three machines should output the same value. The three outputs are
continuously voted upon by a reliable voter, which applies the majority result to
the plant. If one unit is erroneous, this unit is outvoted. A simultaneous fault in
two units cannot be corrected, but at least, the discrepancy can be detected and
used to shut down the plant or to supply a safe output value.
TMR can therefore mask effectively the first error and shut down on the second.
On the other hand, it implies a triplication of the hardware. Although hardware
costs are dropping, such a triplication leads to an appreciable increase in the
cost of the installation. This increase is not so much due to the cost of the
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computer hardware itself, but to the required triplication of the peripherals (disks,
sensors, actuators ... ) since these elements are often less reliable than the
computer itself.
Dual-Self-Checking (DSC) is an alternate approach which uses a pair of selfchecking units in a 1/2 configuration. DSC can be operated in standby or in
workby. The analysis will be done with workby, since it is most similar to TMR. In
dual workby (DWB), two self-checking units are executing the same program in
synchronism and, like for TMR, their outputs should be identical if no error
occurs. A switch selects one of the outputs so as to ensure persistency or,
complementarily, detect discrepancies. Such an architecture has been used in
Intel's 432 [Johnson 84], or in Stratus [Freiburghouse 82]. This is the approach
followed in this thesis.
The motivations for this choice are listed here. The first item to check is whether
the reliability offered by DSC can match that of TMR. It will be shown that dual
yields a higher reliability for the same hardware cost. A second important aspect
is the ease of configuration and universality. Here also, it will be shown that
DSC is leading.
A 1.2 Reliability Aspects

The reliability is calculated without considering the actual operation of the
redundant parts. The formulas for the static reliability (no repair) are classical.
The reliability of the repair case has been derived as a function of time from a
Markov model (figure A 1):
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Fig. A1-2. Reliability Formulas and Markov Model

The following figure A 1-3 shows the respective reliabilities of dual redundancy
(1/2) and TMR (2/3), once without repair and once with a repair rate which is 10
times higher than the failure rate (a rather conservative assumption).
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Fig. A1-3. DSC versus TMR with and without repair

The above figure shows clearly the advantage of dual over TMR. This figure
does not yet include synchronization and voting for TMR nor does it consider
error detection, synchronization and switching for 1/2.
The advantage of dual is disminished when the impact of its self-checking is
considered. We assume that the self-checking hardware is about 1/2 of the
hardware required for the non-redundant case. This is consistent with the
discussion on self-checking in chapter 4. The reliability of the self-checking part
is therefore estimated to be about the square root of that of the simplex unit.
Further, we admit that a fault in the self-checking brings the channel down. This
may not be the case in practice, since the unit may well continue normal
operation even if the self-checking is disabled.
Figure A 1-4 shows the impact of self-checking on the reliability of a dual system:
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Fig. A1-3. Considering the Self-Checking Hardware's Reliability
It shows that dual has still a slight advantage over TMR but that its reliability
drops below that of TMR if the reliability of the self-checking is about the same as
the reliability of each functional unit.
This result sheds a rather grim light on the reliability of the iAPX432 [Johnson
84] and of the Stratus computer [Freiburghouse 82], which operate through
quadding (a pair of self-checking units through duplication and comparison).
Their reliability is slightly inferior to that of 2/3, although considering the
checking mechanisms improves the picture somewhat.
It is therefore primordial that the SCU be built with as little additional hardware
as possible. The goal which must be achieved is that the self- checking
hardware must not exceed 50% of the functional hardware. Conversely, this
means that a 100% error coverage must be achieved by coding techniques, not
by duplication and comparison.
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Now, the above plot did not consider the reliability of synchronization, which is
slightly higher for DWB than for TMR. TMR requires at least 4 clocks to
synchronize properly [Hopkins 78], while two guarded clocks are sufficient for
dual. In reality, dual is using 6 clocks, two high-precision and four low-precision
clocks, but the gl;Jarded clocks must not be matched.
Within an SCU, the synchronization required between checker and worker is
less critical for self-checking than for TMR, since a synchronization error can be
overcome, it appears simply as a transient error.
Further, at some place near the plant, the dual or triple channel merges into a
single channel. The merging element (V-block) is a voter in TMR, while it is a
simple switch or a comparator in DWB. A voter is by nature more complex and
less reliable than a switch or a comparator.
The triad is not only coupled by a voter, but also by a synchronizer/matcher
which includes a three-way buffer for matching. As the experience in the SIFT
project shows, this function cannot be integrated in software when time is critical.
Therefore, the synchronizer/matcher is likely to be a quite complex and therefore
unreliable piece of logic. So, here again, a dual solution presents a reliability
advantage.
When considering integrity, it is difficult to find a situation in which the dual
concept would output false data in the high integrity mode, while this is possible
in the persistency mode because of a failure of the self-checking logic.
For a false output to appear in the high integrity mode, it would be necessary
that both channels output a false datum at the same time. The probability of a
hardware fault which would cause such a situation is negligible in face of the
software errors probability. The only conceivable situation of an integrity breach
in the high integrity mode due to a hardware fault is that a first unit fails, that the
system keeps on with reduced reliability on the second channel only, and that
additionally that second channel fails without its self-checking logic noticing it.
The probability of such a common mode error should however be measured to
the probability of a software common mode error, which according to the
literature is far higher. Nevertheless, if high-integrity is asked for, a "degraded
reliability mode" (instead of a fail-stop mode) should not be permitted, while it
enhances significantly persistency.
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A 1 .3 Modularity aspects
The proposed solution allows to build three classes of fault-tolerance,
depending on the requirements of the application: basic integrity, high integrity
and persistency, as well as a mixture of the latter. TMR in its initial form (2/3
voting) allows the high integrity class to be built. High integrity in TMR can be
maintained by comparing the remaining units and blocking their outputs in case
of discrepancy, but persistency cannot be maintained except by a random
choice in case of error.
Maintenance is more difficult in TMR since the elements are more tightly
coupled.
A 1 .4 Operation Arguments
TMR relies on replicated execution (workby). In the design of the C-node
(Chapter 6) we see that it is not always possible to maintain synchronism, and
that maintaining it can be quite costly in time. Dual offers the possibility to drop
synchronism for the duration of non-deterministic operations, but still maintain a
certain control on the integrity through self-checking.
The dual workby has been used successfully in telephone exchanges like
Ericcson's AXE and Bell's 3A ESS. There are actually no known process control
system which follow the described philosophy. Therefore it presents a certain
risk. One argument is that TMR computers exist today and proove that three units
can be synchronized. Therefore, it should be possible to synchronize two units
also.
A 1.5 Summary of Justification of the Dual Workby Solution
• the reliability of dual self-checking is slightly higher than the reliability of
TMR as long as the self-checking hardware remains more reliable than the
functional hardware.
• dual redundancy implies slightly less hardware expenses than triplication
and voting, the complexity of wiring and connection is reduced.
• it is easier to synchronize two self-checking units than three non-checking
units.
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•switches are basically more reliable and easier to build than voters,
especially for digital signals
•

modularity is maximized. The self-checking units may be used in a variety
of configurations.

•

the issues of error detection and fault tolerance are clearly separated

•

it is possible to extend this architecture to any number of redundant units,
especially three or four. We do not consider this case here however.

•

basic integrity is garanteed even in single-threaded segments

•

the dual solution is also followed by living organisms (for instance the eyes,
lungs or kidneys)

On the other hand, the present design presents a short discontinuity at
switchover for workby and a longer discontinuity for standby. The plants must be
able to cope with a short loss of control. This is in most plant types the case. With
some special care in the design of 1/0 devices, the switchover can be made
completely smooth in most cases, as we shall see.
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APPENDIX 2. Justification of the X-connection
In the concept of this thesis, peripherals and the highway buses are sometimes
shown as dual-ported elements, forming an "X"-connection. The "X"
configuration presents an advantage when a double fault occurs but only in the
case the double fault affects components in different channels. This question is
interesting, because an "X"-dyad is inherently more complicated to build than
any other dyad. Indeed, such a dyad requires that a unit receives its inputs from
two separate channels, in addition to the common link of the USU in "C" nodes.
The theoretical interest of it is that reliability is increased as the level of
granularity is made smaller, provided cross-connections can be established.
This situation is similar to span two chains for redundancy and connect them at
regular intervals by links (figure A2-1 ):
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Fig. A2-1. Influence of Cross-connections

From the above figure, it is clear that the reliability of the cross-connected
structure is higher since it tolerates the failure of two opposite blocks. This would
tend to show that cross-connections between the redundant paths should be
established as often as possible. This principle is correct, but does not consider
the unreliability introduced by the cross-connection itself.
Lets consider the X-dyad of figure A2-2:
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Fig. A2-2. X-dyad formed by the bus controllers
In this configuration, the 1/0 buses X and Y can be accessed from each half-dyad
L and R over bus controllers A, B, C or D. Such a connection costs two
additional bus controllers (B and C), which would be only of use if either (L and
Y) or (A and Y) would fail, respectively if (R and X) or (D and X) would fail, which
involves a double fault.
The answer can be found in the reliability diagram of these elements, shown in
figure A2-3:
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Fig. A2-3. Reliability Diagram and Expression of an X-connection
In a simplified case, the reliability of the computers (L and R) is identical and
equal to that of the buses X and Y. The interesting figure is the dependency of
the overall reliability on the reliabilities of the bus controllers A,B,C,D, which are
supposed to be equal.
The result depends on the ratio of the reliability of the bus controllers to that of
the rest of the system. Figure A2-4 shows three cases in which the reliability of
an X dyad is plotted for an exponential distribution in the case that the reliability
of the bus controllers (A) is 1O times higher, equal and 1O times lower than the
reliability of the computer and 1/0 bus. In each diagram, the reliability of the
single channel, of the double channel without crossing and of the double
channel with perfect crossing is given:
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Fig. A2-4. Reliability of an X-dyad
case a: the MTTF of the controllers is equal to that of the computers
case b: the MTTF of the bus controllers is 1O times higher.
case c: the MTTF of the bus controllers is 1O times lower.
These results curve can be interpreted in the following way: When the reliability
of the crossing elements (bus controllers) is significantly higher than that of the
rest, the X-dyad brings no advantages. It brings its highest advantage when the
reliability of the switching element is low.
Therefore, it does not make much sense to implement X-dyads when the
reliability of the bus controller is high. This is the reason why such crossconnections have not been expJicitely introduced into the redundant
architecture. It appears that the cross-connection introduced anyhow by workby
units for synchronization is sufficient.

a
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APPENDIX 3
Standby

A3-1

Workby versus Standby

Maintaining Redundancy: Workby or

In Appendix 1, the arguments concerned the reliability, but not how this reliability
is maintained. We discuss here the arguments why the workby solu~ion with
some variants has been chosen for the C-nodes.
A3

Candidates

For survival to hardware faults, a complete functional redundancy is required. In
the case of computing systems, it is not sufficient that a redundant hardware
exists to achieve functional redundancy. This redundant hardware must be
loaded with the correct information to perform the required function.
Two main options exist to maintain a redundant computer actualized:
1) workby: The active and the redundant unit perform the same work at the
same time. Since computers are deterministic machines, they all will
remain in exactly the same state, provided they are correctly synchronized.
2) standby: The working unit actualizes regularly the state of the redundant
unit, either explicitly or implicitly through an eavesdropping device. This
process is necessarily discontinuous. In the explicit case (checkpointing),
actualization only occurs at each save point. In the implicit case, only those
parts of the unit can be continuously actualized which are accessible from
the outside. Therefore, an explicit actualization cannot be ruled out. A
detailed analysis follows.
A3.2 Workby

Workby operation maintains in principle the redundancy in the hottest possible
state through replicated computation. Since all units should be in the same
state, errors can be detected by comparison to implement high-integrity. This
mode supposes that:
•

the machines are strictly ide'ntical and deterministic

•

they all start in the same state
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Workby versus Standby

their execution is synchronized at the instruction level so that they respond
to the same external event in the same instruction

•

they all receive exactly the same input vectors

The basic difficulty of workby units is maintaining the synchronism of the units in
spite of non-determinism. This non-determinism may be of internal origin
(metastability) or of external origin (non deterministic behaviour of peripheral
devices). In chapter 5, different methods to overcome these hurdles are
described for the closely coupled node.

A3.3 Standby
In standby actualization,
communicating its state
(checkpointing, like in
mechanism [Kirrmann 84,

the working unit maintains the spare actualized by
to it at regular intervals. This can occur explicitly
Tandem 16) or implicitly, by an eavesdropping
Krings 85].

Memory and memory-mapped peripherals can be actualized by writing
simultaneously in the memory of both half-dyads. But the state of the processor
can only be actualized explicitly at some predetermined intervals, since it is not
made accessible to the outside. The requirement to save the state at regular
intervals makes that this solution is not software- transparent, since save points
must be explicitly inserted in the application. Several helps have been offered to
the programmer for inserting save points. Some do it at the assembly language
level, such as in the COPRA computer [Maraud 79]. Firms like Tandem offer
tools for insertion of checkpoints. The fact is however that intelligent insertion of
checkpoints requires a knowledge about the application.
Another difficulty in standby is to keep track of interactions which have taken
place with the external world since the last save point. This can be solved be
monitoring the interaction. The hardware required for this reduces the reliability
of the computer.
Finally, dual standby requires in principle a fourfold memory with respect to the
non-redundant solution, since one state must be guarded while a copy of it is
been actualized. This is unfortunate since memory is one of the most unreliable
elements in a computer. Alternatively, an elaborate fife to actualize the memory
once an error occurs can be used. This actualization increases the recovery time
by several milliseconds.
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Standby has at least one advantage over workby: the redundant elements are
not operating in lock-step. One element can be active while the other is in a
reduced power state and therefore in a state of reduced failure rate. Standby
systems can survive electromagnetical pulses better than workby systems. This
advantage is lost when standby units are operated synchronously, for instance
in the "teaching" mode explained in Chapter 6.

A3.4

Deduction

Workby is necessary for the implementation of this concept since it is the only
mode which provides high integrity. Since workby must be realized anyhow to
implement high integrity, it can also be used to implement persistency. In that
case, some synchronization requirements can be slacked.
Standby operation will be used exclusively for D-nodes, which cannot maintain
close synchronism because of the physical distance. Standby techniques will be
used in two fashions: for updating of unsynchronized units and for teaching of
reintegrated units.

A3.5
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